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1.

Executive Summary

The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the work performed to demonstrate CSERVEES eco-innovative solutions and summarise the activities carried out to improve
circularity throughout the whole life cycle of the four large demonstrators selected to
represent different EEE categories: washing machine (large household appliances),
printers and laser toner cartridges (IT equipment), ALM products (telecommunications
equipment) and TV sets and displays (consumer electronics equipment).
The scope of this document comprises all activities developed within task 4.1., task 4.2.,
task 4.3. and task 4.4. of WP4:
Task 4.1 Washing machine demonstration
Task 4.2 Printer and toner cartridges demonstration
Task 4.3 ALM products demonstration
Task 4.4 TV set demonstration
The four large scale demonstrations were planned to comprise the whole life cycle of the
target products, their associated value and supply chains and the following CE principles
and eco-innovative services:






Eco-design of EEE
EEE eco-leasing
WEEE re-use and remanufacturing
WEEE recycling
ICT services

Two main pillars sustain the demonstration work: the CEBMs developed in WP2 and the
ICT platform comprising different ICT functionalities developed in WP3. In order to
understand these, the first two sections of this report present a summarised version of
the methodological procedure to create and implement CEBMs in the E&E sector
developed in the C-SERVEES project, ending in the comprehensive list of CE actions to be
demonstrated for each target product, and a description of the ICT platform with an
overview of the different ICT functionalities integrated and designed to support Circular
Economy principles and goals.
Following these, the report summarises the implementation process of the four productspecific CEBMs according to the CE actions selected for each demonstration. These CE
actions are classified into the three main stages of the life cycle: design and production,
distribution and use, and end-of-life. The detailed description of the activities and results
can be found in previous deliverables (D4.2 for the Design and production phase, D4.3
for the Distribution and Use phase, and D4.4 for the End-of-life phase).
The washing machine and TV set demonstrators, led by Arçelik, focused on developing
eco-designed products and demonstrating the viability of eco-leasing, re-use and
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remanufacturing through the development of new business lines that could be
implemented in Europe for Arçelik brands in collaboration with other actors in the supply
chain. In the C-SERVEES project, the basis of such collaboration was outlined with Emaús,
an NGO organisation authorised to perform preparation for reuse operations for EEE
which would take care of recovering and giving a second life to washing machines and
TVs with a focus on social and solidarity economy. This would complement the B2B
leasing/renting model examined by Arçelik during the project, allowing those products to
be collected, repaired and reused after the leasing period. Collaboration with the
recyclers Indumetal and Greentronics has resulted in the improvement of dismantling
and disassembly operations and an analysis of the potential to recover valuable materials
and spare parts from end-of-life products. The potential to use 3D printing technology
for customisation purposes and production of spare parts was explored with Particula for
both washing machine and TV sets, highlighting several difficulties to obtain viable parts.
The printer and toner cartridges demonstrator, led by Lexmark, has focused on the
analysis of levers and enablers to expand the printers’ refurbishment business within the
MPS offered by the company. The two main issues identified in the demonstration as
critical for the new CEBM (cost and customer acceptance) have been addressed in depth.
Furthermore, research in collaboration with recyclers allowed to determine the viability
of a new business line to recover spare parts and also to reuse secondary raw materials
from EoL printers and toner cartridges. Needs and expectations from customers have
been analysed through targeted surveys and live testing with refurbished printers. Finally,
3D printing has proven to be interesting for certain non-functional parts.
The ALM demonstrator, led by ADVA, initially focused on the development of ecodesigned passive sensors for the ALM system for increased energy efficiency and
longevity. The transition to a PSS for the ALM products was subsequently explored and
tested with a selected customer. Following this exploration, ADVA developed and
validated an LCA-based lifetime optimisation model for ICT products, generalised it to
other EEE and presented a useful tool for the determination of the most sustainable
lifetime period depending on the use model of a given E&E product. This was
complemented by a PSS assessment model, since different PSS may apply depending on
the influence of the use phase. The outcome of this model provides useful guidelines for
EEE manufacturers, to shift their efforts on different eco-design approaches, and to policy
makers, to consider different recommendations for circular economy depending on the
type of EEE and the expected usage time. In collaboration with recyclers, guidelines for
disassembly and eco-design measures for ICT products have been developed.
The use of ICT tools as support to the CEBM activities and goals was demonstrated
through the testing of the integrated C-SERVEES ICT platform, where the different
functionalities have been tested across the four demonstrators: certification of recycled
content by ICT, Smart Questioning, reverse logistic optimisation and secure information
exchange among the various actors in the supply chain.
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2.

Acronyms and abbreviations

ABS
ALM
B2B
CE
CEBM
CapEx
Ctl
EEE
E&E
EF
EoL
E2N
FMD
GWP
ICT
IEP
LCA
LCCP
LECP
MPS
OEM
OpEx
PETG
PLA
PSS
RE
REF-CIRCMODE
rPETG
UPR10
WG
WEEE
WP
WW

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
Advanced Link Monitoring
Business to business
Circular economy
Circular Economy Business Model
Capital expenses
Close the loop
Electric and Electronic Equipment
Electric and Electronic
Emission factor [kgCO2e/kWh]
End of life
Equal to New
Full material declaration
Global warming potential [kgCO2e]
Information and communication technology
Information Exchange Platform
Lifecycle assessment
Lexmark Cartridges Collection Program
Lexmark Equipment Collection Program
Managed Print Services
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Operational expenses
Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol
Polylactic Acid
Product-service system
Renewable energy / electricity
Circular Economy Business Reference Model
recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol
10-years use/production ratio (GWP)
Work Group
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
Work Package
Worldwide
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3.

Introduction

This document reports the outcomes of the four large scale demonstrations run in the CSERVEES project to increase circularity in the Electrical and Electronic sector. The
demonstrations consisted of the implementation and testing of the four new CEBMs
developed within the C-SERVEES project, based on a generic reference CEBM for the E&E
sector, the REF-CIRCMODE. The aim of the demonstrations was to validate the four
CEBMs integrating four basic pillars: eco-design, eco-leasing, improved WEEE
management, and ICT services.
This is the final deliverable produced in Work Package 4 of the C-SERVEES project.
Previous deliverables are available detailing:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

the preparation work to set up the demonstration activities, including an
examination of currently available CEBMs for each of the target products
(Deliverable 4.1),
the activities carried out during the design and production phase of the
demonstrations (Deliverable 4.2),
the activities carried out during the distribution and use phase of the
demonstrations (Deliverable 4.3),
the activities carried out during the end-of-life phase of the demonstrations
(Deliverable 4.4)

The aim of the present document is to provide a summarised overview of the
demonstration activities encompassing all solutions, services and enablers implemented
to foster circular economy throughout all the stages in the product’s life cycle: design,
manufacture, use, and end-of-life. Specific Circular Economy (CE) actions were selected
for each demonstration based on the outcomes of the four product-specific CEBMs
developed in WP2 and were supported by the use of the ICT tools developed in the scope
of WP3.
The methodological approach to develop each individual CEBM for the target products is
described in Section 4, whence the complete list of CE actions to be implemented at
demo level is derived, to be then converted into demo action plans.
The ICT platforms developed to provide support to CEBMs in the electric & electronic
sector are described in Section 5. These ICT tools were tested during the course of the
demonstrations within various of the CE actions selected for implementation. They are
conceived to be enablers for companies wishing to engage in developing and enhancing
their own CEBMs in the EE sector.
In Sections 6 to 9, the main outcomes and conclusions resulting from the demonstration
period (from January 2020 until June 2022) are shown. The complete report of the
activities and results obtained is available in previous deliverables (D4.2, D4.3 and D4.4).
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In Section 10 a list of findings from the project is also provided, categorised by relevance
and economic potential according to the demonstration leaders’ expertise.
Section 11 offers an evaluation of the performance of each CEBM according to the
specific Circularity Indicators proposed for generic E&E products.
Finally, Section 12 summarises the main conclusions from the demonstration activities
and highlights the most relevant aspects for a future exploitation according to the
demonstration outcomes.
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4.

Development of product specific CEBMs

The adopted methodology for the design and development of washing machines,
printers, ALM, and TV Circular Economy Business Models (CEBMs) consisted of working
through the layered structure of the ‘Circular Business Reference Model for the E&E
Sector’ (REF-CIRCMODE), which is reported in Deliverable 2.1, and adding greater
granularity to its five layers in accordance with the specifications and characteristics of
the four products. The methodology to develop the four C-SERVEEES product-specific
CEBMs (WASH-CIRMODE; PRINT-CIRMODE; ALM-CIRMODE; and TV-CIRCMODE)
comprised of six steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C-SERVEES REF-CIRCMODE mapping
Data capture
Data synthesis and analysis
CEBM structure
Integration of WP2, WP3 and WP4
Validation visits

4.1. C-SERVEES REF-CIRCMODE mapping
The REF-CIRCMODE, which was submitted as Deliverable D2.1 in M15 (July 2019), was
developed as a multi-layered generic platform to enable the assessment of any Electrical
and Electronic (E&E) product’s current business objectives and models in order to
introduce informed actions for the development of CEBMs that can be tested,
implemented and measured. Therefore, REF-CIRCMODE (D2.1) was used as a mapping
framework to develop WASH-CIRCMODE (D2.2), PRINT-CIRCMODE (D2.3), ALMCIRCMODE (D2.4) and TV-CIRCMODE (D2.5) which were subsequently implemented in
work package 4 (WP4) within a specific demonstration emanating from WASHCIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE decisions and
actions.
WASH-CIRCMODE,
PRINT-CIRCMODE,
ALM-CIRCMODE
and
TV-CIRCMODE
developmental process applied the seven phases laid out in Deliverable 2.1 ‘Guidance
Roadmap for Implementing REF-CIRCMODE’ (Figure 1).
REF-CIRCMODE presents a series of Circular Economy (CE) options which may or may not
be applicable to product specific CEBMs (WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMCIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE). These CE options were included in data request
templates sent to the demonstration partner (ARÇELIK (WASH-CIRCMODE, TVCIRCMODE), LEXMARK (PRINT-CIRCMODE, ADVA (ALM-CIRCMODE)), and discussed in
working group (WG) meetings to prompt debate on their relevance to washing machines,
printers, ALM, and TV and the feasibility of their implementation. The CE options that
were deemed appropriate were added to WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMCIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE with respective CE actions and implementation
timeframes (short term, medium term or long term).
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Define Circular Economy objectives and CEBM
requirements for the the target E&E product(s)
and integrate them in the Business Strategy
(REF-CIRCMODE LAYER 1)

1

7
Associate the identified circularity indicators
for the target E&E product(s) to CEBM
actions/sub-components
(REF-CIRCMODELAYER 5)

6

Develop indicators to measure circularity of
the target E&E product(s) from a strategic
perspective across life cycle stages
(REF-CIRCMODELAYER 5)

Develop CEBM Canvas and associate its
components to CEBM actions/sub-components
for the target E&E product(s)
(REF-CIRCMODE LAYER 2)

C-CERVEES
REF-CIRCMODE

2

3
Identify CEBM barriers for the target E&E
product(s) corresponding to CEBM actions/subcomponents
(REF-CIRCMODE LAYER 3.1)

5
Identify the EU policies relevant to the target
E&E product(s)
(REF-CIRCMODE LAYER 4)

Assess CEBM opportunities for the target E&E
product(s) corresponding to CEBM actions/subcomponents
(REF-CIRCMODE LAYER 3.1)

4

Figure 1. Deliverable 2.1 Guidance Roadmap for Implementing REF-CIRCMODE

4.2. Data capture
Data capture comprised several sequential activities to gather data in relation to each
WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE layer. The
demonstration partner (ARÇELIK, LEXMARK and ADVA) was involved in all stages of data
capture, providing all information, supporting comments and feedback as requested.
Additionally, the demonstration partner responded to follow-up email requests for
information and provided guidance and feedback on the relevance of WASH-CIRCMODE,
PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE as the project progressed.
The information gathered was used as a foundation for presenting information to the WG
meetings for discussion and decision making in the sub-sequent development stages of
the WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE.

4.3. Data synthesis and analysis
A series of WG online meetings for WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMCIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE were carried out. Information for each WASH-CIRCMODE,
PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE layer, which was collected in close
collaboration with demonstration partner, was clustered and synthesised by
Loughborough University and then presented for discussion in WG meetings and the
follow up demonstration partner validation visit in relation to five layers as shown in
Figure 2 (example of WASH-CIRCMODE is given for Illustration).
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WASH-CIRCMODE LAYER 0: PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

WASH-CIRCMODE LAYER 1: BUSINESS STRATEGY
ARCELIK Current
Business Model

WASH-CIRCMODE
ARCELIK
CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
OBJECTIVES

ARCELIK
BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES

WASHCIRCMODE
LAYER 5:

CHALLENGES
AND
OPPORTUNITIES

WASHCIRCMODE
LAYER 4:

WASHCIRCMODE

ARCELIK
BUSINESS
MODEL

MAPPING OF EU
POLICIES
RELEVANT TO
WASH
PRODUCTS

WASH-CIRCMODE LAYER 2: CANVAS
C1:
WASH
Circular
Activities

C2:
WASH
Circular
Resources

C3:
WASH
Circular
Partners.

C4: WASH
Circular
Customer
segments

C5: WASH
Circular
Customer
relations

C6:
WASH
Circular
Channels

C7: WASH
Circular
Value
prop.

C8: WASH
Circular
Revenue
streams

C9: WASH
Circular
Cost
structure

CIs 1

CI 2

CI 3

CI 4

CI 5

CI 6

CI 7

CI 8

CI 9

WASH-CIRCMODE LAYER 3: CIRCULARITY INDICATORS

Figure 2. High level WASH-CIRCMODE based on REF-CIRCMODE mapping

Each WG online meeting concentrated on a separate layer, or parts of a layer, of the
WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE. The meetings
were supplemented by follow-up emails and feedback gathering exercises. This enabled
a structure for the CEBM to be further developed.

4.4. CEBM structure
The resulting coordinated, reviewed and synthesised outputs of CEBM design and
development stages and WP2-WP3-WP4 integration synergies led to the consolidation of
the CEBM structure.
An example of WASH-CIRCMODE is shown in Figure 3, the resulting WASH-CIRCMODE
canvas places the ‘Value Proposition’ at its core, and closely revolves and connects to the
corresponding ‘Circular Activities’ that encompass over 52 ‘CE Actions’ and associated
‘Challenges’, ‘Enablers’, relevant ‘EU Policies’ and ‘Circularity Indicators’ across 36 WASHCIRCMODE canvas sub-categories. Several enablers were identified to overcome the
recognised WASH-CIRCMODE challenges, which allowed an assessment of the feasibility
of the CE actions and a timescale for their implementation in the short, medium or longterm.
‘A CE Action Plan’ was drafted for each CE action, which were reviewed and prioritised
for the demonstration stage in WP4.
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Figure 3. Resulting WASH-CIRCMODE structure
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4.5. Integration of WP2, WP3 and WP4
The integration of the work packages within the C-SERVEES project had been highlighted
as an area that needed considerable liaison to ensure the success of the project at the
demonstration stage.
WP2-WP3 Integration
To a large extent, WP2 work that led to the development of WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINTCIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE is supported by three applications of
WP3 ICT tools that are associated with implementation of CE actions during the
demonstration stage: 1) Takeback/buyback strategies 2) Communication strategies and
3) Tracing/tracking washing machine/ALM/TV/printer via a QR-Code on the product that
links to the products bill of material.
WP2- WP4 Integration
The definition of the current ARÇELIK, LEXMARK and ADVA business model was used as a
base document to develop WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and
TV-CIRCMODE was initiated by GAIKER (WP4 leader). GAIKER provided continuous
feedback on the planning of information capture and data analysis and coordinated
jointly with Loughborough University on the agenda specification and proceedings of the
validation visit. The visit helped to consolidate the identification of the potential CE
actions that could possibly be implemented in the WP4 demonstration.

4.6. Validation visits
After the completion of above five steps, the final stage consisted of CEBM validation visit
to the demonstration partner (ARÇELIK, LEXMARK and ADVA).
Prior to the validation visit
Prior to the validation visit several spreadsheets related to Layer 0 to Layer 5 were
produced to summarise the completed data capture and analysis, together with a
number of CE actions that needed clarification and/or further discussion. WP3 and WP4
leaders took part in the preparation work undertaken before the validation visit.
During the validation visit
A validation visit aimed at reviewing and endorsing WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE,
ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Layers 0-5; and discussing and approving an action
plan for its implementation in the WP4 demonstration. The validation visit agenda in
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of topics discussed during the Validation Visit
General introduction
Review and validation of WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMWP2 Layer 1
CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Business Strategy
Review and validation of WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMCIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE:
• CE Actions
WP2 Layer 2 + 3
• CE Action Plans
• Challenges and enablers
• Implementation timescales of CE Actions
Review and validation of EU and national policies relevant to the WASHWP2 Layer 4
CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE
Review of and validation of WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALMWP2 Layer 5
CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Circularity Indicators
WP4 Introduction: C-SERVEES WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TVCIRCMODE demonstration
WP4 Definition of WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE
Demonstration Action Plan (objectives, methods, expected outputs)

The validation visit resulted in reviewing, refining and validating WASH-CIRCMODE,
PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Layers 0-5. Several CE actions in
the draft WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Layer
2, which were not deemed totally feasible in the short, medium and long term were
removed; while others that could be reasonably be actioned during the timescale of the
C-SERVEES project were put forward to be added to the WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINTCIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE CE Action Plan for inclusion in the WP4
demonstration. The CE actions considered feasible over a longer timescale would be
explored and implemented by the demonstration partner outside the confines of the CSERVEES project.
Actions on demonstration partner to check all validated WASH-CIRCMODE, PRINTCIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE layers and supply additional information
in relation to Layer 4 and Layer 5 were agreed.
Following the validation visit
Following the visit further work was carried out to collate the missing WASH-CIRCMODE,
PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE Layer 4 and 5 information in line
with the validation visit follow-up actions. As such, action from demonstration partner in
addressing visit follow-up actions enabled the generation of the validated WASHCIRCMODE, PRINT-CIRCMODE, ALM-CIRCMODE and TV-CIRCMODE, which will be
implemented in the WP4 demonstration.
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4.6.1. Validated CEBMs
The CE Actions were discussed during the validation visit, and agreement was reached on
which ones would be amended, deleted or adopted. The validated CEBM consisted of
short, medium, and long CE Actions across nine categories of Canvas (Layer 2) and 36
associated sub-categories. During the validation visit short-term CE Actions were
identified, which correspond to the duration of C-SERVEES project, were therefore
selected for implementation in WP4. The process for selecting the resulting short-term
CE Actions across their three corresponding life cycle stages (Design and Production,
Distribution, and End-of-Life) was based on SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant, and associated Time Frame) objectives. As such, SMART objectives for the
implementation of C-SERVEES CEBM CE Actions in WP4 were applied as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Specific (S) defines specific outcome of each CE Action (e.g., specify the targeted
recycled content percentage)
Measurable (M) defines evidence and performance measures of each CE Action
through Layer 5 (Circularity Indicators)
Achievable (A) indicates demonstration partner’s time and available resources (e.g.,
production plant) to achieve each CE Action
Relevant (R) aligns each CE Action with demonstration partner’s vision, current
business model and long-term CEBM objectives, as espoused in Layer 1 (Business
Strategy)
Time-bound (T) sets a realistic CE Action implementation timeframe by specifying
start and end dates (e.g., M22-M36) in accordance with WP4 Implementation Plan

4.6.2. Circular Economy Actions to be demonstrated in WP4
The final list of CE actions to be implemented in WP4 for every product specific CEBM is
given in the tables below.
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Table 2. Circular economy actions to be implemented in WP4 (WASH-CIRCMODE)
WASH-CIRCMODE
Demo phase

Design and
production

Validated short-term CE actions
WASH_A1.1.1 Increase recycled plastic content in washing machine’s
components
WASH_A1.2.1 Use novel formula to increase recycled PET content in the
washing machine’s tub to make it more durable
WASH_A2.3.2 Use QR codes to provide information about washing
machine’s materials and company’s circularity
WASH_A1.1.4 Develop renting model for B2B customers
WASH_A3.3.2 Obtain feedback of B2B customers via questionnaires

Distribution
and use

WASH_A4.1.2 Develop new corporate B2B sales channels in Europe for
renting washing machines
WASH_A7.2.1 Develop a WM rental business model
WASH_A8.2.1 Assess the feasibility of WM leasing/renting options
WASH_A1.1.5 Collect end of life products from B2B customers, refurbish
them and provide refurbished products to B2B customers as a new
business line
WASH_A1.4.1: Enable collection of products back from customers with a
partner in Europe
WASH_A1.5.1 Use 3D printing for WM components
WASH A.1.7.1 Use a QR code on the refurbished parts to track their service
call rate
WASH_A2.2.1 Develop dismantling and repair training programmes

End-of-life

WASH_A2.3.2 Use QR codes to provide information about materials and
company’s circularity to all the value chain
WASH_A.3.3.1: Create awareness among B2B consumers via the help of
QR codes inserted in products, which include examples of Arçelik’s best
practices in terms of circularity
WASH_A3.3.2: Obtain feedback of B2B customers via questionnaires
WASH_A4.1.1 Expand partnerships with Arçelik dealers and retailers to sell
remanufactured B2C WMs
WASH_A4.3.1 Target low-income customers for the sale or rent of
refurbished WMs (students, pensioners, house shares, etc.)
WASH_A.5.3.1: Initiate a take back collection system in Europe with a
partner
WASH_A7.4.2 Develop circular end-of-life recovery strategies for end of
use WMs outside Turkey
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Table 3. Circular economy actions to be implemented in WP4 (PRINT-CIRCMODE)
PRINT-CIRCMODE
Demo phase
Design and
production

Validated short-term CE actions
PRINT_A7.3.1 Devise an eco-design strategy for printers during
dismantling activities
PRINT_A1.4.2 Reduce the number of unnecessary and incorrect shipments

Distribution
and use

PRINT_A1.5.3 Explore competitiveness of 3D printing for smaller plastic
parts for repair
PRINT_A2.3.1 Use ICT to support information sharing across the supply
chain related to recycled content
PRINT_A3.2.1 Engage with key customer to understand their needs and
requirements as it relates to refurbished products
PRINT_A3.3.1 Active Promotion at EU and national level for wider
acceptance of circular business models
PRINT_A1.1.1 Expand LCCP and/merge with LECP program (collecting and
refurbishing whole printers and key components)
PRINT_A1.1 2 Identify levers to reduce dismantling and refurbishing cost
by setting various operating models
PRINT_A1.1.3 Provide information about printers to LEXMARK recycling
partners
PRINT_A1.2.3 Use materials that recyclers can easily and profitably recycle

End-of-life

PRINT_A1.5.2 Salvage working and repairable parts from collected/return
printers and use on E2N (Equal to New) printers
PRINT_A1.6.1 increase the flow of returned end-of-life printers by
reducing the associated time and cost
PRINT_A2.1.1 Assess options to reuse material from EOL/WEEE printers
PRINT_A2.1.2 Learn from recyclers what materials can be recycled better
or more profitably to use more of them instead of low-recycle value or
efficiency materials
PRINT_A3.3.2 Active media/PR campaign on refurbished printers
PRINT_A4.1.2 Promote refurbished printers
PRINT_A9.4.2 Investigate economics of more CE suitable materials coming
from end-of-life cartridges or printers
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Table 4. Circular economy actions to be implemented in WP4 (ALM-CIRCMODE)
ALM-CIRCMODE
Demo phase

Validated short-term CE actions
ALM_A1.1.1 Design for longevity, in particular better maintainability
ALM_A1.1.2 Design for better recycling, particularly in relation to plastics

Design and
production

ALM_A1.2.1 Improve energy efficiency in the use phase by at least 20%
ALM_A1.2.2 Devise an eco-design approach in production and Design for
Recycling
ALM_A9.1 Reduce volume of packaging and develop plastic-free
packaging
ALM_A9.2.1 Reduce costs of manual disassembly for recycling

Distribution
and use

ALM_A7.1.1 In depth PSS analysis considering lifetime and other ICT
products
ALM_A7.2.1 Introduce or/enhance options for leasing, renting or sharing
products
ALM_A7.3.1 Implement eco-design strategies across the life cycle of ALM
products and the subsequent reduction of energy use
ALM_A8.1.1 Expand the scope of PSS (moving toward vendor ownership)
ALM_A8.2.1 Move towards a rental model for B2B customers
ALM_A1.5.1 Feasibility analysis of AI for predictive maintenance
ALM_A1.6.1 Assign components to most efficient recycling pathways

End-of-life

ALM_A1.6.3 Provide an analysis of how recycling needs to be changed to
become more efficient
ALM_A2.1.1 Assess of component reuse
ALM_A2.3.3 Define which level of material data is suitable for recyclers
ALM_A8.3.1 Provide an analysis of part-exchange options as part of repair
and maintenance
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Table 5. Circular economy actions to be implemented in WP4 (TV-CIRCMODE)
TV-CIRCMODE
Demo phase

Validated short-term CE actions
TV_A1.1.1 Increase recycled plastic content in TV components

Design and
production

TV_A1.1.2 Decrease packaging waste
TV_A.1.2.1: Increase the durability of LED panel and mainboard.
TV_A2.3.1 Use QR codes to provide information about materials and
company’s circularity to all the value chain
TV_A1.1.4 Develop renting model for B2B and B2C customers
TV_A3.3.2 Obtain feedback of B2B customers via questionnaires.

Distribution
and use

TV_A4.1.2 Develop new corporate B2B sales channels in Europe for
renting TVs
TV_A5.3.1 Initiate a take back collection system in Europe with a partner
TV_A7.2.1 Develop a TV rent business model for Smart Boards and Digital
Signage products
TV_A8.2.1 Assess the feasibility of TV renting options
TV_A1.1.5 Devise a strategy to collect and remanufacture end of use TV
sets
TV_A1.4.1 Enable collection of TVs back from customers with a partner in
Europe
TV_A1.5.1 Use 3D printing for TV components
TV_A1.6.2 Increase circularity of TV waste plastics
TV_A1.7.1 Enable traceability of remanufactured TV parts
TV_A2.2.1 Develop dismantling and repair training programmes

End-of-life

TV_A2.3.1 Use QR codes to provide information about materials and
company’s circularity to all the value chain
TV_A3.3.1 Create awareness among TV B2B consumers via the help of QR
codes inserted in products
TV_A3.3.2 Capture customer feedback on the use of circular economy
business models
TV_A4.1.1 Expand partnerships with Arçelik dealers and retailers to sell
remanufactured B2C TVs
TV_A4.3.1: Target low-income customers, such as students, pensioners,
for the sale or rent of refurbished TVs
TV_A7.4.1 Develop circular end-of-life recovery strategies for end of use
TVs outside Turkey
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4.7. Demonstration action plans
The CE actions selected for implementation in each demonstration were grouped
according to their common objectives. Some of these actions refer to the same goal or
output, although they were selected while exploring different canvas components of the
BM canvas.
For example, CE actions TV_A1.1.4 ‘Develop renting model for B2B and B2C customers’
(canvas component: activities), TV_A7.2.1 ‘Develop a TV rent business model for Smart
Boards and Digital Signage products’ (canvas component: revenue streams) and
TV_A8.2.1 ‘Assess the feasibility of TV renting options’ (canvas component: cost
structure) are all related to the development of renting/leasing services for TV sets and
have been summarised in a single demonstration action: Develop a renting/eco-leasing
model for B2B market

Washing Machine demonstration
TV set demonstration
Demo leader: ARÇELIK
Life-cycle stage Demonstration goals
Design and
production

Distribution and
use

•

Increase recycled plastic content in
specific product components

Manufacture 100 demo products
with increased recycled content

•

Use QR codes to provide information
about materials and company’s
circularity to all the value chain

Certify the recycled content by ICT
and make this information available
through a QR code in the product

•

Obtain feedback from B2B and B2C
customers via questionnaires

•

Develop a renting/eco-leasing model
for B2B market

Prepare and distribute survey about
eco-leasing models for WMs and TVs
Demonstration with focus on
corporate customers. Demo sites:
nursing home in Spain, student
dorms in Turkey, partner company in
Italy

•

Collect end of life products from B2B
customers and provide refurbished
products as a new business line
Develop dismantling and repair
training programmes
Initiate a take back collection system
in Europe with a partner
Capture customer feedback on the
use of circular economy business
models
Use 3D printing for spare parts or
components

•
•
End of life

Demonstration activities

•

•
•

Develop circular end-of-life recovery
strategies for end of use products
outside Turkey

Initiate new business line to recover,
refurbish and give a second life to
used WMs with Emaus in Spain

Customer experience at living labs
Select parts to be 3D printed and
validate the prototypes
Dismantling of products and analysis
of eco-design potential, analysis of
business case for recovery and reuse
of end-of-life products’ parts
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Printer and toner cartridges demonstration
Demo leader: LEXMARK
Life-cycle stage
Design and
production

Demonstration goals

Demonstration activities

•

Devise an eco-design strategy for
printers during dismantling activities

Dismantling exercise with recyclers to
analyse potential for eco-design with
3 different printer models

•

Assessment of opportunities to
enhance circularity of current Printer
PSS

• Recover printer parts for
refurbishment operations
• Explore competitiveness of 3D
printing for spare plastic parts

•

Improve reverse logistics in the
supply chain

• Extending LCCP to printers –
merging with LECP
• ICT tools for improvement in
logistics

•

Expand LCCP and/merge with LECP
program (collecting and refurbishing
whole printers and key components)
Salvage working and repairable parts
from collected/returned printers and
use on E2N (Equal to New) printers
Investigate cosmetic issues
acceptance

Distribution and
use

•

•
•

Use ICT to improve information
sharing across the supply chain

•

Assessment of the potential to
increase material circularity

•

Use ICT to support information
sharing across the supply chain
related to recycled content

•

Identify levers to reduce dismantling
and refurbishing cost by setting
various operating models

End of life

Initiate live tests of the LCCP platform
extension to printers
Validation of business case on
recovered printer parts, extended
demo with recyclers
Obtain feedback from customers
testing refurbished products
Testing of Smart Questioning
functionality and information
exchange functionality
Recover secondary materials from
EoL printers and cartridges
Certification by ICT of the recycled
content in new toner cartridge parts
using recycled plastic from end-of-life
cartridges and printers
Analysis of dismantling operations
with recyclers’ feedback,
improvement of dismantling
protocols
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ALM products demonstration
Demo leader: ADVA
Life-cycle stage

Demonstration goals
•

Design and
production

Distribution and use

•
•

Implement design for longevity, in
particular better maintainability
Improve energy efficiency in the
use phase by at least 20%
Implement design for better
recycling, particularly in relation to
plastics

Demonstration activities
Development of new ALM passive
units (sensors) for fire and water
alarm detection to substitute
electric sensors
Analysis of ALM active units from
the recycling perspective and
proposal of eco-design measures
• Assessment of different PSS
models, extension to other ICT
products
• Lifetime optimisation of ICT
products
• Demonstration of leasing/renting
with selected stakeholder

•

Explore feasibility of
renting/leasing/PSS

•

Assessment of component reuse

Assess reuse, based on LCA, and
considering UPR10

•

Implement eco-design strategies
across the life cycle of ALM
products and the subsequent
reduction of energy use

Analyses with generic model
parameters to test C-SERVEES
target products' behaviour

•

Improve on PSS currently offered

Extended analysis of best
potential PSS for ALM with special
EoL consideration

End of life
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5.

Description of the ICT platform

5.1. Blockchain tool
Circularise built a blockchain-based transparency solution to provide absolute proof for
the circular economy, sustainability and recycling practices of manufacturers at any stage
of the supply chain. Manufacturers need a technology that is able to provide transparency
for all of their products, despite the unknown suppliers and without revealing sensitive
data to their competitors. Circularise developed a communications system to enable the
flow of information between all parties in a value chain while using state-of-the-art
blockchain and encryption technology to fulfil customers’ needs for privacy and
protection of competitive advantages. The software platform is based on the patentpending smart questioning technology. It facilitates the decentralised storage of material
data and its safe communication about its sensitive data along the whole supply chain.
With this invention Circularise meets the needs of recent legislation developed around
the European Green Deal and the Digital Product Passport as well as several national
frameworks like the German Supply Chain ask. The technology helps Original Equipment
Manufacturers to get material data from all stages of the supply chain in an easier,
digitised and trusted manner while protecting the data constituting the competitive
advantage of each supplier. Within the C-SERVEES project, the company created an
innovation that decreases certification costs and therefore makes certified recycled
materials as affordable as necessary for broad market uptake. As a result, materials with
a significant recycled content can be certified as such without high certification costs and
auditing of all supply chain intermediaries.
Outcome and Value added by the technology
The technology has proven to provide a) relevant improvements to supply chain
management that lead to increased circular economy and b) respective new business
models or enhancement of existing business models.

5.1.1. Recycled content certification
The Circularise System is an innovative technology, which allows the certification of
recycled material without the necessity to certify every stakeholder along the supply
chain. This is unique as there are no technical solutions besides Circularise which allow
tracking material, while auditing and certifying two instead of 5-10 parties in the supply
chain. This avoids the additional costs for certification and makes sustainable material
available for mass production. With our technology, retailers are able to prove the
recycled content of their products to their customers without the bureaucratic and costly
current process of auditing each intermediary. Retailers can thereby decrease the
environmental impact of their products while receiving auditable proof of the recycled
content. The technology has been demonstrated with three demonstration products and
revealed reliable certification of recycled material via mass balance. Depending on the
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sector and product category the use of this certification constitutes a new business model
for certified recycled material.

5.1.2. Smart Questioning: Accessibility of knowledge about material
compositions
The supply chain communication software managed to safely and anonymously connect
suppliers and OEMs. The system communicated data about components, materials and
LCA characteristics of several supplied components and their subcomponents and
materials. The system showed that it is possible for each supplier to retain control about
the amount of data shared. The system also showed an increased data availability for any
stakeholders along the same supply chain. The smart questioning technology enabled
stakeholders to ask questions about the material composition that facilitated better
recycling, repair or refurbishment.
The system communicated concrete material composition data to the recycler.
Stakeholders were able to use the system to ask questions about the material
composition. The system was able to log and answer recyclers questions, e.g., on metals
and flame-retardants used in the product. The resulting material purity has been
identified as an opportunity for circular economy business models and can be catered to
accordingly by the software.

Figure 4. Dashboard of the Circularise blockchain tool displaying material composition and flows
(only mock data are shown for confidentiality issues)
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Furthermore, the system also answered questions that enabled inner loops of Circular
Economy. Stakeholders were able to provide disassembly manuals and product-returning
policies to stakeholders at later steps of the supply chain. These documents have proven
useful for refurbishment and repair processes increasing the lifetime of products and
potentially even enhancing the amount of end-of-life devices diverted from the wastestage.
For the Blockchain tool it should be mentioned that demonstrating companies confirmed
that the possibility to provide more transparency to their customers on the fulfilment of
sustainability characteristics of their product can indeed lead to further business
opportunities, especially in the B2C market. Furthermore, the decentralised mapping of
the supply chain has shown that gathering material composition data from earlier stages
of the supply chain can indeed be difficult and digital solutions providing trustworthy data
about the material composition up until the mining stage can provide opportunities to
OEMs. This is especially true as the Blockchain tool enables stakeholders to a) retain
ownership of the data and manage its accessibility; b) ensure the data is not handed over
to third parties; c) access data and communicate with suppliers in the early stages of the
supply chain; and d) precisely fine-tune the amount of specificity of the data shared in
order to protection recipes and supplier selections.

5.2. Logistics Platform
The Logistic Platform is another of the ICT tools implemented in the scope of the CSERVEES project and represents one of the enabling elements for the implementation of
the business models defined in the scope of the project. The aim of the platform is to
ensure a sustainable transportation of the waste from electric/electronic equipment
from the collection points to the treatment/recycling sites and then from there to the
manufacturers in order to enable the re-use of the recovered materials. Indeed, it allows
the comparison of transportation routes of existing supply chain with new potential
scenarios including end-of-life products or recovered materials as new potential nodes of
the process.
The Logistic Platform has been developed according to some of the needs of the business
models (e.g., foster the re-use of recovered materials, improvement of the end-of-life
product logistics, assessment of the supply chain environmental benefits...) which are
validated in the scope of the project through demonstrations in four different use cases
dealing with four target products belonging to different EEE categories. The platform
offers the possibility to:
•
•

build and assess already existing customer supply chain (from a transportation
point of view, to collect all the material needed for the production operations)
define, simulate and compare different forecast scenarios which include the re-use
of recovered materials as element of a new supply chain
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•
•

identify the most sustainable routes to collect recovered materials or end of life
products to be re-integrated in the industrial process
evaluate the impacts in terms of CO2 and main pollutants emissions and travel time
needed to connect all the stakeholders involved in the chain

The tool can work as a stand-alone platform or as integration of the overall ICT platform
developed in the scope of C-SERVEES project getting data directly from the other tools,
especially the Information Exchange Platform.
The tool is totally tailored on the information and data made available in the C-SERVEES
demos, which are:
•
•
•
•
•

availability of the products/materials
quantity of products/materials
location of products/materials
possible constraints for shipment (e.g., Toxicity, Magnetism, Temperature
sensitivity, Magnetism sensitivity, Fragility, Standalone product)
type of vehicles used for shipment. The main core of the tool is the Best Routing
Algorithm developed in the scope of the project to support the User in the
identification of the of the most sustainable routes and combination of trucks per
each scenario implemented in the platform. The goal is to reduce the
environmental impact of the transport and in this way the algorithm is able to
combine two factors:
− the optimization of the route planning by defining the best sequence of nodes
of the supply chain and the shortest path between two nodes of the chain; and
− the identification of the appropriate number of trucks according to loading
constraints but also aiming at minimizing the total driving distance covered by
trucks to connect all the stakeholders involved.

With reference to the identified routes, the tool evaluates the CO2 and the main
pollutants’ emissions, implementing an environmental assessment methodology based
on the COPERT estimation model version 5.2.2.
The following sections introduce the methodology built around the logistic platform.
Logistic Platform architecture
The Logistic Platform functionalities allow to evaluate and manage new and existing
supply chains as described below. In the perspective of the platform the User,
subsequently to the consultation and selection of components and suitable suppliers in
the ICT Platform, can access to the Logistic Platform and receive information and data
about the availability of the selected products through the informative codes retrieved
directly from the ICT platform and containing information necessary for RINA-C Optimizer
for the evaluation of the foreseen outputs (reported in the following figure). Moreover,
the User will have the chance to feed data on its own for the evaluation of the well-
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established supply chain enabling the Logistic Platform to function as stand-alone
technology.

Figure 5. Logistic platform architecture

The architecture of the Logistic Platform is composed by the following elements:
•

User registration: the platform is accessible only to registered users who declare to
have read and accepted the GDPR compliance documents
Web Application: user interface (front-end) to collect data and make selections to
create the supply chain and evaluate the best route to connect all the nodes
Database: to store all the data
Emission calculator: environmental module for the calculation of the CO2 and main
pollutants emissions
RINA optimizer: algorithm for the evaluation of the route that minimises the CO2
emissions to collect all the materials/products selected in the supply chain; this
module is also able to distribute the materials and goods to collect taking into
consideration the maximum load of each truck and their location (i.e., distance
among the nodes of the supply chain); different types of trucks are selectable
Connection with the ICT platform: to receive extended information about materials
and components and their availability as well as stakeholders warehouse locations

•
•
•
•

•

Characteristics of the supply chain nodes
The inputs of the Logistic Platform are stored in three forms:
•
•

Supplier form: this form describes the company that provides products (it could be
a collection points or a recycling site) and reports the address of their warehouses
Product form: this form describes the available products, their dimensions, weight,
identification codes and location where they are available, possible constraints for
shipment and date of availability. A product is always linked to a supplier and to
one of its warehouses
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•

•

This data can be filled in by the user, in case the tool is used as stand-alone platform,
or directly received by the one of the ICT tools to which the Logistic Platform is
connected as a final step of the whole process
Destination form: this form is related to the final destination of the goods. Normally
this represents one of the warehouses of the registered User who is making the
analysis.

To make the analysis, the first step is the creation of the logistic chain which is
represented by the list of nodes where products are available for collection, without a
pre-defined order. Other inputs are the type of vehicles used and their class and the final
destination of goods.
Route elaboration
Once the nodes of the supply chain have been selected the platform evaluates the best
routing options and the minimum number of trucks needed to make the shipment. Based
on the inputs, the platform evaluates the best routing options and shows the full list of
possible routes, based on the different order of nodes and number of trucks involved.
In this sense the Logistic Platform functionalities will enable closing the loop for the EEE
value chain in a sustainable and cost-effective manner, contributing to:
•
•

minimizing the total distance covered by trucks to minimize CO2 and other main
pollutants’ emissions
minimizing travel costs related to the total driven kms and travel time needed to
reach all the nodes of the chain.

To calculate the best routing options the platform implements a route optimisation
algorithm that considers the following inputs:
•
•
•

Origin and destination of the shipment
Distance between each couple of nodes of the supply chain evaluated by the
platform that identify the shortest route connecting the two nodes
Minimum number of trucks needed for the shipment

Methodology for the evaluation of the CO2 and pollutants emissions
A specific environmental assessment methodology has been defined and implemented
for the evaluation of the emissions of trucks dedicated to the collection and transport of
recovered materials and products. The calculation is made on the same input data also
applied in the COPERT estimation model estimation model, which are:
•

1

The database of emission factors updated in line with the update of the National
Emissions Inventory to 2018 (https://www.emisia.com/utilities/copert/), based on
the COPERT version 5.2.2 estimation mode (Leon Ntziachristos, 20201)

https://www.emisia.com/utilities/copert/documentation/
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•
•

•

The classification of the vehicle fleet consistent with the reference classification of
the COPERT estimation model
The average factors estimated by category and fuel are an expression of the
average characteristics of the vehicle fleet and therefore also of the effective
distribution based on the engine capacity
Euro standard classification of trucks, from Euro IV to Euro VI

The emissions evaluated by the model are: CO2, NOx and PM10 (Particulate Matter,
PM10 includes particles that have aerodynamic diameters less than or equal to 10 μm)
according to mixed driving cycles which include highway sections and urban sections.
Comparison of different scenarios of the Supply Chain
As introduced at the beginning of the section, one of the objectives of the Logistic
platform is to work to perform a multi scenario analysis.
In this view, the platform allows to define and assesses different forecast scenarios, that
include the re-use of recovered materials as element of the new supply chain.
This functionality starts from the simulation of the existing supply chain as baseline
scenario and allows to build up on that to define and simulate other scenarios and to
make a comparison between the existing situation and the potential one that foresees
the introduction of new suppliers providing recovered materials or end of life products.
All the outcomes of each analysed scenario can be saved in the User Page and selected,
when necessary, to make comparisons and assess the benefit of the introduction of other
nodes, and therefore new recovered materials or products replacing raw materials in the
supply chain.

5.3. Information exchange platform
The Information Exchange Platform (IEP) is a tool conceived within the scope of the CSERVEES project, developed to facilitate communication between the different actors
involved in the recycling and reconditioning processes, thus supporting the
implementation of the circular economy business models defined within the project.
With this premise, the Information Exchange Platform has the following main objectives:
•
•
•
•

Allow users to discover other stakeholders and actors of the previously mentioned
processes.
Connect with them in order to initiate new collaborations and partnerships.
Establish new communication channels both inside and outside the platform.
Enable the useful exchange of information through the different functionalities
available in the application.

To achieve these points, the tool has different areas, each of them focused on offering
the user the appropriate functionalities. Thus, the Information Exchange Platform has the
following main areas:
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•
•
•
•

Manufacturer list (List of partners)
Documents repository (List of documents)
Recipes repository (Quick guides)
Forum

List of partners
The platform provides the user with the possibility of discovering within the tool itself
other actors or stakeholders within the circular economy value chain. To this end, the
Information Exchange Platform provides a public list of all partners and companies
registered in the application with the relevant contact information.
From this same screen, the user may request a partnership with any actor that appears
on the list. Once accepted, both parties can start sharing useful information.
List of documents
One of the key points of the tool is the exchange of useful information between
stakeholders. On this screen, different users can post different information about, for
example, product recycling or disassembly processes, repair guides, useful information
or any other document of interest.
This information can be made public and visible to all members of the platform or, on the
contrary, visible only to those members with whom you have a partnership relationship
within the platform.
Quick guides
The creation of quick guides (or step-by-step guides) allows users to digitize those
processes that have not yet been collected virtually (e.g., repairs, disassembles,
replacements, etc.).
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This functionality allows to accompany the guide with explanatory images to guide the
user, as well as to add all kinds of information and descriptions to help the correct
completion of the guide.
Finally, it is possible to start different conversations within a specific guide, which
facilitates and allows the exchange of opinions and/or conclusions.

Forum
The forum is intended to be a meeting point for all members of the tool, where you can
share information of general interest, more global indications, specific questions about
some products or processes and, in general, share any concerns, doubts or suggestions
with the rest of the community.
In addition to these four main points, the IEP platform also allows the integration of the
rest of the ICT tools in its use. This is particularly attractive for those users or partners
(manufacturers, producers or suppliers) who are implementing in their work
methodologies the other ICT tools hosted within the C-SERVEES project since it is possible
to keep the information linked between platforms and thus maximize the quality of the
services of the three systems (Circularise, the IEP and the Logistic Platform).
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This is achieved by obtaining information from the different tokens generated in the
Circularise platform through the creation of products and, likewise, allowing the linking
of these products to the different quick guides created.
Once these products have been linked to a quick guide, the system will allow us to select
them (while consulting the guide) and jump to the Logistic Platform tool in order to
calculate the best routes to pick up these products.
In this way, the integrated use of all the project's ICT platforms is guaranteed, while
remaining a voluntary option for the user.

5.4. Validation of ICT functionalities in the CEBMs
Throughout the demonstrations of the product-specific CEBMs, general patterns of ICTuse were identified and CEBMs requiring similar types of ICT usage were combined. This
revealed e.g. two types of functionalities of the Blockchain tool as sufficient to cater to
the data needs of circular economy business models ranging from eco-design to
refurbishment, repair and recycling. The validation process also revealed that the
different levels of complexity of ICT tools matched the data needs and different levels of
sensitivity of data. Demonstrators were able to pick and choose between the different
ICT tools dependent on the level of sensitivity of the data as well as the question whether
decentralisation of data storage and retained data ownership by suppliers was required.
All tools were successfully demonstrated and their role in circular economy
improvements was confirmed.
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6.

Washing machine demonstrator

6.1. Implementation of the WASH-CIRCMODE
The washing machine demonstration was led by Arçelik and the following sections
provide an overview of the demonstration activities, results and findings during the
demonstration period.

6.1.1. Design and production phase
The design and production phase of the washing machine demonstration was centred
around the following activities:
 Implement eco-design by increasing recycled plastic content in washing machine’s
components (like washing machine tub, detergent box group)
 Implement eco-design by decreasing virgin raw material usage in washing
machine’s components (blowing agent usage for front door parts)
 usage Arçelik patented material formula (like PP compound with PET filler)
 Increase durability of the washing machine by using novel formula with recycled
PET content in the washing machine’s tub
 Use QR codes to provide information about washing machine’s materials and
company’s circularity
 Creating new and special panel design for demo product
 Creating new and special labels for QR code and project information
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of introducing increased amounts of recycled
plastic content and using the novel formula for PET, Arçelik manufactured 100 units of
eco-designed washing machines based on a Grundig model (demo product number
7150341600), a washing machine with a load capacity of 9 kg, max spinning 1200 rpm,
energy efficiency class A+++ (-30%) and with connectivity features. This model is sold in
Turkey & in the EU market. The demo product was also provided with a new control panel
and QR codes with information about the product and the C-SERVEES project.
 Reference product total recycled content with scrap: 9,61%
 Demo product total recycled content with scrap: 11,77%
The 2% increase in recycled content is calculated considering the total weight of the
washing machine (~74kg), including the concrete material which is not subject to being
substituted by a secondary raw material. Taking into account only the total plastic
content of the washing machine, this calculation would yield an actual increase of 23,93%
on the recycled plastic content considering plastic scrap, and an increase of 13,43% on
recycled plastic content without considering plastic scrap.
The Leopet plastic material used for the C-SERVEES washing machine tub was obtained
from recycled PET bottles, developed by Arçelik’s R&D Center and patented by Arçelik.
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The ECO PP material was developed from recycled PP sources and used in a novel
formulation for the C-SERVEES demo product’s detergent box (except drawer) and front
door inner cover. The C-SERVEES project has given Arçelik the opportunity to use both
recycled materials in Grundig 1200 rpm products for the first time.
A blowing agent was also introduced for plastic parts: inner cover, detergent box,
detergent box cover, detergent box cover body. Blowing agent is a substance that can be
used in plastic parts production in order to form a cellular interior structure. The agent
causes a chemical reaction and emits gas which leads to bubble formation. Thanks to this
agent, it is possible to develop eco-friendly parts and products by reducing plastic raw
materials and energy consumption.
Environmental Benefits of Blowing Agent:
•
•
•

Productivity increased by reducing the process cycle times by ~ 25%.
~10% weight reduction achieved in plastic parts.
Less plastic usage and lower CO2 emission

The recycled content of the washing machine was certified using the blockchain-based
Circularise tool, to provide absolute proof of the circular economy solution using
decentralised, encrypted data to track material and product characteristics. By scanning
the QR-Code on the product, anyone can access the data of the digital twin and verify
that it has been certified as recycled.

6.1.2. Distribution and use phase
The distribution and use phase of the washing machine demonstration was centred
around the following activities:
 Assess the feasibility of WM leasing/renting options for B2B customers
 Obtain feedback about eco-leasing model from B2B customers via questionnaires
 Test the reverse logistic optimisation tool in the ICT platform
The main objective of this phase was to examine the feasibility of new eco-leasing models
for Arçelik’s washing machines and use the target circular products, eco-designed and
manufactured specifically for the demonstration, to test the new model in real sites and
gather customer feedback. This goal has been explored jointly for the washing machine
and the TV set.
Arçelik has studied the viability of introducing a renting/eco-leasing model for their
corporate customers, offering the product as well as maintenance services and taking
care of the products once the client decides to terminate the contract or requests a
substitution or upgrade. The washing machines would then be examined to determine
the need for repair or refurbishment and given a second life whenever possible, in
accordance with circular economy principles.
To carry out the eco-leasing demonstration, washing machine demo products were sent
to selected locations in Turkey, Spain and Italy. An agreement was reached between
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Arçelik and the demo sites both in Turkey and Spain. In Italy, C-SERVEES partner ERION
agreed to place two washing machines at their company’s facilities to test intensive use
of the newly eco-designed products. Finally, the distribution of the products was:
-

2 washing machines demoed in Italy
25 washing machines demoed in Spain
75 washing machines demoed in Turkey

A survey was created and shared via QR code to obtain customer feedback from the demo
sites, related both to the product and the leasing model. The survey provided the
opportunity to compare the results obtained with those of a previous survey made while
preparing the CEBM mode, where Arçelik conducted extensive persona studies to
understand how consumers react to new business models such as pay per use or renting
models. The second benefit was the use of the outputs for the feasibility of the rental
model. For example, learning that customers prefer the rental period to be no less than
3 years.
The feasibility studies for the WM rent model were simulated for the Spanish and the
Turkish markets. The results show positive NPV for a 10-year period, especially for Turkey
due to the fact that labour costs are cheaper than in Spain. Sensitivity analyses show that
the most important factor in making this model economically viable is the increase in the
number of customers.
Feasibility Results:
Changes in the below mentioned parameters make the feasibility results sensitive:
+/- changes in price
+/- changes in number of first contract customers
+/- changes in installation, warranty, logistics costs and other administrative expenses
+/- change in WACC
While the Net Present Value obtained is positive, the actual number is not very high,
which does not support the adoption of this business model as substitute for the current
‘business as usual’, but rather as an additional scenario.
The Logistic Platform has been tested in collaboration with Rina-C to assess the potential
to optimize transportation of materials/products/WEEE from collection points to the
manufacturing/use/treatment/recycling sites. The platform also suggests the best route
connecting all the nodes among the different stakeholders of the supply chain to save
CO2 emissions, time and costs.

6.1.3. End-of-life phase
The end-of-life phase of the washing machine demonstration was centred around the
following activities:
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 Initiate new business line to recover, refurbish and give a second life to used WMs
& TVs with Emaús in Spain: develop repair training programs, social and solidarity
economy, low-income customers benefit
 Explore 3D printing potential for washing machine parts
 Testing the Smart Questioning functionality and the information exchange
functionality with the ICT platform
 Obtain feedback from living labs (real customer experience)
 Dismantling of washing machines and analysis of eco-design potential from the
recycler’s perspective
 Analyse business case on recovery of washing machine parts from EoL devices
 Analyse potential to recover recycled plastic material from EoL devices and to use
in new product parts
As part of the eco-leasing model, Beko Spain, Arçelik and Emaus are working together to
implement standardised repair and refurbishment operations for the washing machines
once the renting period is completed and/or the products need to be repaired/replaced.
Most relevant parts for refurbishment operations were identified:
-

Belt
Detergent box group
Door Lock
Drain pump
Front door
Gasket
Heater
Motor
Shock absorber

For these parts, replacement instructions and manuals were provided by Arçelik R&D and
were translated into English and Spanish. These protocols will be used in the preparation
for reuse operations to grant the used products a second life and sell them at Emaús
facilities. Beko Spain organized trainings for Emaús personnel to improve the skills of
workers at risk of exclusion that are part of Emaús social programs, facilitating their
integration into the labour market. The documents will also be accessible via the QR code
on the washing machines.
As an enabler for refurbishment operations, 3D printing was also explored in order to
produce spare parts for washing machines. This technology would allow to produce outof-stock spare parts and customized parts for second-hand users. Particula worked in
cooperation with Arçelik to select the most suitable parts for 3D printing, and together
with Gaiker to develop filaments from raw materials provided by Arçelik. Several parts
from the detergent drawer group were selected for testing and printed models were
produced with PLA (polylactic acid), ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene), PETG
(Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol), rPETG (recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol),
Facilan C8 and PLA Strongman (polylactic acid). External parts of the washing machine
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were not considered due to their large size and also aesthetic reasons. After feedback
and first testing period in Arçelik, rPET and PETG filaments were considered most suitable
for the washing machine spare parts production. In the final validation tests, however, all
samples failed due to deformation, cracking or clogging issues.
Using the Circularise platform, the digital asset of the washing machine was created and
tested with selected suppliers and the Arçelik team. This blockchain system allows anyone
along the value chain, including retailers, recyclers or refurbishers to access data about
the product in order to improve decision making and circularity opportunities. Smart
questioning can now be performed to understand the material content of the product.
Furthermore, it is possible to share the material prevalence with customers via a website
developed by Circularise for customers.
To test the acceptance of final users towards refurbished products, pedagogic/testing
events were carried out with potential customers in Emaús Ekocenters in Spain (Basque
Country). The objective was to obtain relevant feedback for the project, and this
experience is known as a “living lab”. Two types of B2C user profiles were identified and
analysed during the living labs:
(1) Young user profiles
This socio-economic profile has the possibility to buy a new low-end household appliance.
This is likely to be a profile of a person who is emancipating from his or her nuclear family
and moving out on his or her own or with a partner for the first time.
(2) Eco-friendly user profile
This profile is composed of people aged between 40-60 years who live in their own homes
and who, due to their profession, studies and/or personal preferences, choose to
purchase eco-designed products or products designed to reduce environmental impact.
A representative sample of these users was chosen. All participants have a socioeconomic profile with an income of over 39.000,00 EUR.
During the living lab, infographics were used to describe the C-SERVEES project
pedagogically and explain the project objectives and results to these different usage
profiles. Questionnaires were distributed among participants to obtain qualitative inputs.
The eco-design aspects and eco-leasing model was deemed attractive by participants,
although they expressed doubts about the durability of the products and in this sense
were more inclined towards purchasing a refurbished TV than a washing machine due to
the perceived loss in durability after long periods of use. The proposed prices were
considered competitive but even so there was some reluctance due to the
aforementioned issues.
An in-depth analysis of the dismantling operations was conducted by Greentronics for
the demonstration products. The goal was (i) to obtain expert feedback relative to the
design of the washing machines from the recyclers perspective to help Arçelik to adopt
eco-design measures and (ii) to carry out an analysis of the potential to recover spare
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parts from EoL washing machines arriving at the recyclers facilities, which could enhance
or facilitate repair and refurbishment operations. Greentronics analysed the viability of
recovering a pre-selected list of spare parts and prepared a dismantling procedure for
the demo product. Arçelik examined the data provided by Greentronics relative to labour
and shipping costs are determined that it is not feasible at current costs to use this
alternative due to the low chances to recover valuable components at recyclers facilities
and transportation costs. However, if an EEE refurbishing company would be operating
in Romania, this could become a business case.
The Soltel platform for information exchange was used during this phase to enable
communication among the different actors involved in the EoL phase activities. Arçelik
uploaded user manuals, washing machine diagrams, cleaning and repair procedures etc.
to share with Emaús and Greentronics. This facilitates communication in a secure
environment and can also connect to the Rina-C tool for logistics operations when
shipping of materials or parts is required, and to the Circularise tool to request
information on the bill of materials, recycled content of the washing machine parts, etc.
Finally, the potential to use recycled plastics from EoL devices as secondary raw materials
in the manufacture of new washing machine parts has been examined, together with
Gaiker and Aimplas. Recycled PP from detergent drawers was obtained and tested for its
properties against Arçelik specifications for virgin materials. Due to aesthetic
requirements (gloss and colour) no external parts of the washing machine were
considered. The results are compliant except for some physical and mechanical
properties, and the potential to obtain formulations containing a percentage of this
secondary raw material is being considered.

6.2. Findings from the demonstration
The core of the new CEBMs for Arçelik’s washing machines and TV sets lies on the
development of eco-leasing models where the products would be rented to the
customers instead of sold, to be returned after a defined use period to preparation for
reuse centres and put again in the market as second-hand products aimed at low-income
customers, or else be disassembled and recycled with the focus on recovery of spare
parts and secondary materials.
Feasibility studies conducted by Arçelik to determine the viability of renting/leasing both
products yielded positive NPVs considering both Spanish and Turkish markets, with
results being slightly better for Turkey due to lower labour costs.
For both products, customer numbers are the main factor impacting the economic
viability of the leasing business model examined. In order for the model to be feasible, an
increasing rate of new contracts as well as recurring customers would be needed. Thus,
while the calculated NPV is positive, further assessments will need to be carried out by
Arçelik as a company to determine the adoption of this business model.
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The results from the survey distributed by Arçelik among their employees in 2020 to learn
about customer acceptance show that 39% of the respondents would be willing to rent a
washing machine or TV instead of buying a new one, if the same quality and warranty
terms apply.
Customer acceptance of a second-hand product is highly dependent on price, according
to the same survey. Up to 78% of the respondents stated they would be willing to buy a
refurbished TV or WM only if a discount was applied. On the other hand, customer’s
perception of the brand would improve with these offerings.
The washing machines sold by Arçelik are not suited to the B2B segment since hotels or
laundromats require an industrial type of washing machine. However, from the demo
experience in the C-SERVEES project, elderly care homes and dormitories do provide an
opportunity for this business line.
In order to make TV offering attractive in the B2B-B2C segments, product as a service
should be considered, e.g., including the TV along with other accessory consumer
electronics and streaming platform subscription.
Results from the livings labs have shown that end users look positively on circular
economy and eco-design principles applied to the home appliances and are interested in
acquiring refurbished products, with the proposed prices being acceptable, even though
doubts are expressed about the durability and lifetime expectancy, in particular for the
washing machines.
From these findings, a new business opportunity has been created under the scope of
the C-SERVEES CEBM to prolong the useful lifetime of Arçelik’s products outside Turkey,
following circular and social economy principles. That opportunity is related to a
household appliances eco-leasing model complemented by end-of-use collection,
preparation for repair and refurbishment, and reselling to low-income customers. The
collaboration agreement includes specific training for workers performing the
refurbishment operations, establishing a collection scheme for end-of-use devices,
promotion of the refurbished products and consumer education campaigns.
For both WM and TV sets, the results of the living labs showed that consumers were more
willing to try the rent and second-hand refurbished TV as compared to the washing
machine case mainly because of hygiene reasons. On the other hand, repair technicians
were better equipped and more ready to repair washing machines than TVs. This shows
that despite the demand from customers, the rate of repair and refurbishment for TVs
might not be as high as that of washing machines without adequate investment to
provide technicians with the technical know-how and tools needed to refurbish TVs. This
also shows that it is important to be able to prove the consumers that the refurbished
washing machines are also compliant with hygiene measures as if it were a new one to
be purchased from the market.
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Using the 3D printing technology to produce spare parts for refurbishment or repair
operations was successful in producing several prototypes according to the design
specifications, however the validation tests did not yield positive results, as the
prototypes failed under testing conditions.
A potential line to recovery spare parts from end-of-life devices was explored in
collaboration with recyclers, although the economic feasibility is limited by i) the
collection scheme for end-of-life EEE, which currently does not support reuse operations,
ii) the logistics costs to ship recovered parts or components and iii) the availability of
reassessment (preparation for reuse) centres in the vicinity of the recyclers’ facilities.
The recovery of components by a refurbishment company rather than a recycler can add
more value considering the complexity of the recycling process and the low chances of
recovering viable parts at the recyclers’ facilities coupled with the associated high costs.
Additionally, due to the logistics costs, it makes more business sense for the sake of
circularity overall to invest in infrastructure to increase the number of sites that can
recover components in close proximity to manufacturers/repairers.
Due to the regulations, the manufacturers are not allowed to use second-hand
components in new units produced. Instead, such components can be used as spare parts
with the condition that the consumer is informed about the second-hand status of the
spare parts. The recovered components can best be used in refurbished products by the
repairers.

6.3. Post-demonstration review of the WASH-CIRCMODE
Results from the livings labs have shown that end users look positively on circular
economy and eco-design principles applied to the home appliances and are interested in
acquiring refurbished products, with the proposed prices being acceptable, even though
doubts are expressed about the durability and lifetime expectancy.
Following the experience of demonstrating the circular business model, the possibility of
a stable partnership between Emaús Social Foundation and Arçelik was analysed and the
key terms and components of the agreement were identified. The potential areas of
collaboration between Arçelik and Emaús Fundación Social are described below:

Arcelik Contribution
• Ongoing training process for employees: Producers, either directly or through their
Producers Extended Responsibility Systems, can contribute to the training on
refurbishment processes to achieve the objective of developing skills that ensure the
adequate WEEE treatment. Through this training activities the workers can learn on
an on-going basis how to repair and refurbish the e-waste.
The proposal is to develop a training program whose contents can be used in other
countries. The agreement between Arcelik and Emaús would imply to transfer
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•

•

•

•

knowledge about the repair, refurbishing and remanufacturing processes of its
products.
In addition, the training of the sales teams is equally important. Some technical
knowledge is necessary to be able to answer the queries that customers may ask
(i.e., energy efficiency, repairability).
Eco-design for the circular economy and product repairability: Although there are
cases where it has been possible to reach an agreement with manufactures to design
the products based on the circular economy so that the products can be refurbished
more easily, there are obstacles to, for example, reusing components in new
products. For this reason, the modular design can be taken into account, that is, the
most suitable designs for the product to be repaired, refurbished or remanufactured.
Products that are made up of components grouped into modules are easier to
remanufacture. Emaús could work with Arcelik on the development of new circular
products.
Facilitate agreements with distributors. Facilitate agreements with large distributors
to effectively recover Beko and Grundig branded products. The distributors can be
selected according to the volume they manage.
Facilitate agreements with logistics operators that remove and collect equipment
from the stores. The availability of take-back networks represents a barrier for this
kind of business, since the retailer or a third party needs to be involved in the
collection of products and their return to the manufacturer or to the reuse centre.
Develop joint circular economy marketing campaigns communicating the above
actions to institutional and private clients. Likewise, Arçelik can work with Emaús to
develop commercial campaigns at physical points of sale and online platforms for the
sale of refurbished products.

Emaús Social Foundation Contribution
• Waste recapture: Consists of collecting WEEE following the obligations set forth in
the Royal Decree mentioned above (national legislation based on the European
regulatory framework).
• Eco-design for repairability of products: In general, products and especially low-cost
products are not usually designed to be refurbished, that is, they are difficult to
repair or remanufacture. Emaús will make recommendations to Arcelik on the level
of repairability of its products (washing machines and TVs).
• Preparation process for reuse and recycling: For the product refurbishment process,
it is necessary to work on the clear definition of the necessary operations. Easy-tounderstand manuals are required to be created so that the technicians can repair
appliances efficiently. Emaús can work together with Arcelik to develop reference
manuals that can be used by other waste management organizations around the
world.
• Collaboration with logistics operators and platforms that are part of the Beko
network and with its commercial network: In the case of logistics operators or
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temporary storage centres, the service would consist of reviewing all the WEEE
existing in the collection facilities, identifying and classifying WEEE that can be
Prepared for Reuse and, therefore, referred to a PRC.
• Consumers’ education and awareness: These new business models and initiatives
can serve to expand the consumers’ education and awareness on circular economy
and sustainability. Emaús can develop marketing campaigns in collaboration with
Arcelik.
• Collaboration in the creation of a community: Emaús is committed to creating
dynamics with consumers to build a community involved with the circular economy
and sustainability.
An analysis and flowchart of the detailed CEBM can be found in the scheme below.
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CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODEL: REFURBISHED WASHING MACHINES AND TELEVISIONS
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7.

Printers and laser toner cartridges
demonstrator

7.1. Implementation of the PRINT-CIRCMODE
The printer and toner cartridges demonstrator was led by Lexmark and various activities
were carried out aiming at addressing C-SERVEES problematic: “boost a resourceefficient circular economy in the E&E sector through development, testing and transfer
of new circular economic business model based on systemic eco-innovative services”.
From these activities, findings and outcomes were derived and are exposed below.
While activities addressed the main life stages of the product - the design and production
phase, the distribution and use phase and finally the end of life one - the activities and
related findings and outcomes are not described specifically to a given phase but rather
addressing different aspects explored towards the main goals.

7.1.1. Collecting customer feedback
As a starting point, Lexmark conducted several phone interviews to engage with key
customers (total of 8 customers located in Germany, France, and Italy). (In agreement
with PRINT-CIRCMODE A3.2.1 ‘Engage with key customers to understand their needs and
requirements as it relates to refurbished products’.) Those companies are either
distributing printers and copiers or using their own printer fleet for sales or logistic
purposes. The objective of the interviews was to better understand their needs,
expectations, and outlook on how to boost refurbished printers and other ICT devices.
Here below are the key findings.
 In general, those companies do not sell back their end-of-life printers to the
respective OEMs. Only few buying back programs exist for end of-life printers.
Reverse logistic cost seems to be a significant issue.
 Companies prefer to refurbish printer models that can be sold with an attractive
margin. The main focus lies on high end A4 and A3 printers.
 Price and quality are the two most important criteria for refurbishing a product.
The quality must be high and the price of refurbishment low. This is the challenging
equation that each company needs to solve while keeping at the same time an
attractive sales margin.
 In general customers can accept products that show cosmetic issues.
 The main important enablers to encourage the use of refurbished products are:
Environmental laws for manufacturers offering a bonus / malus system; Public
Procurement targets for refurbished products; Eco-design laws forcing
manufacturers to design their products to be repaired and put back into circulation;
Legal obligation for manufacturers to produce spare parts necessary for the repair
and functioning of the products; Security features to a same level as new products;
New or prolonged warranty and associated services.
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 Customers would need to better understand the environmental advantages of
acquiring and using refurbished products. Customers should get data on how much
energy and CO2 is saved with a refurbished device compared to a new device. The
right environmental story telling will drive Circular Economy solutions.
 Another opportunity to boost refurbished products are delivery problems for new
products (e.g., container shortages, natural disasters, trade tax discussions, Covid
Pandemic).
 Refurbished products can satisfy specific customer needs when flexibility, quick
solutions and aggressive price offers are needed. Not all customers need the latest
product model on the market.
 Innovation is a key element to improve the cost equation of refurbishment. QR
codes can help to accelerate the acceptance of refurbishment and improve the
business case.
 Products need to be designed in such a way to increase their value after the end of
life, a modular approach is an option.
 An end-of-life product needs to be easily updated with the latest software and
firmware and integrate the latest security features.

7.1.2. Eco-design for recycling
The first major activity aimed at identifying eco design improvements of the printer and
cartridges. (In agreement with ‘PRINT_A1.2.3 Use materials that recyclers can easily and
profitably recycle’, ‘PRINT_A2.1.1 Further improve recyclable materials in printers’ and
‘PRINT_A9.2.1 Explore the potential of eco-design measures costs related to the
refurbishment process of printers.) Therefore, the team selected several Lexmark
printers and toner cartridges covering the entire product range (from low to high end
one, single and multi-function device, mono and colour ones) to determine potential ecodesign measures to be implemented in future models. 3 printer models and 3 cartridge
models were selected at this stage and dismantling activities were carried out by CSERVEES recyclers partners Indumetal and Greentronics as well as Lexmark European
manufacturer Syncreon.
The purpose of the dismantling activity was to collect feedback from the 3 parties on
potential design improvements to ease the dismantling and recycling operation and to
make it more cost efficient. The 3 parties were asked to proceed with the same activities
based on Lexmark’s instructions, so the results could be comparable. As appropriate, they
were asked to provide details of energy and time consumption, required human resource,
financial aspects, and information on difficulties they encountered. The 3 parties were
asked to take one of each printer model and perform regular recycling of the product and
the obtained data was used as a baseline. The second exercise consisted in performing
disassembly of the printers without the use of any supporting documentation. The
purpose was to get an outcome mainly on the product design. The third exercise was to
perform disassembly using a regular service manual (for the printers) issued by Lexmark
for the purpose of servicing the printer during its average lifetime. The purpose of this
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last exercise was to drive the parties to access certain parts/subassembly which could be
recovered with no damages and save it for further usage. For this demo, a total of 3720
cartridges and 30 printers were provided to C-SERVEES recyclers partners. For EH&S
purpose, toner was removed from cartridges before shipping to the recyclers
 For an easy dismantling operation of the printers, a modular construction of
subassemblies was recommended by the recycler. Such module could be
assembled with some fastening devices. Also, use of colour code to easily identify
parts/sub assembly would be of great help. No more significant eco-design
feedback provided, which can be explained by the fact that Lexmark is engaged for
a long time in eco-design activities and as an example uses few plastic resins
(recyclable ones) in its printers. Lexmark is also engaged for a long time in cartridge
collection and remanufacturing and therefore applies eco design technics allowing
the products to be easily remanufactured.
 Disassembling printers to sort parts by material without any prior knowledge is
often less time consuming than using the provided service manuals: printer design
already supports the easy disassembling. This leads the team to consider putting
together a specific document aiming at easing the dismantling operation: a
dismantling manual. Using such manual revealed to be time and cost efficient
compared to using the service manual or work without any support. Such
document can also be used to identify specific parts which can be valuable.
 The highest cost of the dismantling operation is generated when cleaning the
dismantled parts, therefore, specific cleaning technics should be developed.
 The market price of mixed recycled plastic is very low. The market price for sorted
material is much higher, the difference is at least 10-fold in favour of the sorted
used ABS compared to mixed used plastic but it also comes at higher cost and
dismantling and sorting parts by raw material to generate more value for the
recyclers has not shown benefits. But a path forward could be to dismantle printers
at recyclers premises and harvest valuable spare parts which can be of interest for
the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) such as Lexmark, using a dismantling
manual associated with ICT technology to bring process efficiency. For cartridges,
based on its already existing remanufacturing program, Lexmark reuse the entire
used product and therefore very few specific parts are qualified by Lexmark to be
reused in the manufacturing of cartridges
 Identifying suppliers to proceed with plastic parts grinding so it can be used by
molders reveals to be a challenge. It seems like companies grinding plastic are
vertically integrated and do not sell grinding services. Situation is even worst on
compounding.
 While dismantling products to sort parts by raw material reveals to be not cost
efficient, the team decided anyway in the next steps to conduct a study to reuse
resins from various WEEE flow to mold parts and use them to manufacture
products and use ICT tool to track and trace reuse material content
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7.1.3. Business case on recovering spare parts from EoL printers
Based on above findings a dismantling activity was set up aiming at determining if getting
a recycler to dismantle a printer to harvest spare parts can bring monetary value versus
regular recycling. (In agreement with PRINT-CIRCMODE_A1.1.2 ‘Decrease cost of the
printer refurbishment and parts recovery model’, A1.5.2 ‘Salvage working and repairable
parts from collected/return printers and use on refurbished printers’, A7.3.1 ‘Devise an
eco-design strategy for printers during dismantling activities’). A printer model was
selected (representative of high runner printer, mid-range mono product), to ensure we
would get enough printers to run the activity, Lexmark collected units and shipped them
to the two recyclers, total of 85 units were used. Based on experience of needed parts,
Lexmark selected a short list of 20 spare parts to be harvested by the recyclers and based
on the list, a dismantling manual was developed by Lexmark remanufacturer and
engineering team. While the activity was run in two steps, the findings were combined
hereafter.
 Getting specific parts (4 amongst the 20 parts originally targeted in the dismantling
manual) recovered at recycler’s location can drive positive financial outcome,
assuming recyclers get such products in their WEEE stream, which may be a major
challenge.
 Instructing recyclers for cosmetic defect acceptance reveals to be a challenge since
Lexmark specification is quite detailed and specific but it remains complex for
someone who is not familiar with it and there is also a bit of subjectivity here.
 Using an ICT tool (Soltel C-SERVEES partner) reveals to be efficient to share
information, instructions such as the dismantling manual and the cosmetic
specifications, see below
Soltel developed an Information Exchange Platform where registered users can have
access to documents and to information shared by other companies. The main objective
is to enhance the circularity by enabling the companies and different actors to share and
have access to useful information about products, processes, services etc. (e.g.,
installation guides, manuals, process descriptions…). The platform offers a quick and
secure way to share and access information through the supply chain and can be used as
a repository to ensure the users have access to the latest version of a given document
instead of storing them on computers and manually sending updated versions for
example vis e-mail It lower the risk of using obsolete version or invalid data. For example,
a dismantling manual can be updated time-by-time based on recycler’s inputs and
recommendations and can be shared on the platform so other recyclers could have
access to the updated version of the documents which makes the dismantling process
more efficient.
 A recommendation to improve the platform is to have a possibility to share
information with only selected users, since currently if a user wants to share a
document, all associated parties will have access to it.
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 When registering an account there is the possibility to register as “user” or as
“master”. With master account the companies can send association request to
others, share information and see documents shared by other users, so this is the
type of account companies should create but at the registration it was not obvious
which account type needs to be created.
 The platform is seen as a good tool to store and share information with the latest
updates and get direct feedbacks from other parties.

7.1.4. Business case on recycling plastic materials from EoL printers and
toner cartridges
Taking advantage of the dismantling activity, investigations were pursued to analyse
options to use raw material from various WEEE streams. Three streams were tested:
plastic materials coming from Lexmark laser cartridges, plastic materials coming from
Lexmark printers and plastic materials coming from non-Lexmark printers. The first
stream made of ABS was collected by Syncreon to ensure proper toner removal from the
cartridges, 350 cartridges were therefore used. For other streams, recyclers were
instructed to collect ABS parts from Lexmark printers and non-Lexmark printers. The parts
were then cleaned and shredded by Gaiker, the secondary raw material was chemically
analysed by both Gaiker and Lexmark to then be shipped to Lexmark molder to mold new
parts, using 25% of recycled plastic and finally assemble new cartridges. In all cases, used
parts were sorted based on the engrave logo <ABS>. The two main purposes for this
activity were to (i) analyse usability of such materials and (ii) track and trace the recycled
plastic content through the ICT tool developed by Circularise.
 Recycled ABS from end-of-life toner cartridges passed every required test, from
chemical analysis to finished goods assembly and functional test. This type of
material could be used in regular processes to maximum 25% of recycled content.
 Due to metal contamination, the material obtained from Lexmark printer ABS parts
didn’t pass the test and couldn’t be processed. Special focus is needed to improve
the separation and removal processes and ensure no contamination with other
materials.
 The ABS material samples obtained from non-Lexmark printers didn’t pass the
chemical test, indeed, bromine contamination was found at a higher than desirable
rate.
 Circularise ICT tool was also successfully tested to track and trace material content
along the chain, involving Indumetal, Gaiker, Lexmark molder as well as Lexmark
manufacturer and Lexmark. Connected supply chain members can send the
tokenized material and attach documents which prove the amount of recycled
material and the physical transportation to each location. (In agreement with
PRINT-CIRCMODE A2.3.1 ‘Use ICT to support information sharing related to recycle
content across supply chain’ and A2.1.1 ‘Assess options to reuse material from EndOf-Life as well as WEEE printers’)
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7.1.5. Explore 3D printing of spare parts for refurbishment operations
One of the roadblocks identified in C-SERVEES surveys ran at the beginning of the project
was cost related, indeed, customers are looking at refurbished products to be much
cheaper than brand new ones, up to 50%, which is more than a challenge assuming same
product performance. The team therefore set various activities to identify potential cost
saving areas.
A first activity was set with C-SERVEES partner Particula as well as Lexmark manufacturer
on 3D printing. (In agreement with PRINT-CIRCMODE A.1.5.3 ‘Explore competitiveness of
3D printing for smaller plastic parts for repair’.) It is to be noted that “spare parts” (made
of parts as well as subassemblies) are the first cost contributor to refurbish a printer. For
this demo Lexmark targeted molded plastic parts. The purpose of the demo was to
investigate potential benefits of using 3D printing technology to produce parts when
refurbishing printers and changing damaged parts instead of using new parts which are
today coming from original part supplier in far east Asia with time constraints as well as
volume constraints with high MOQ (minimum Order Quantity). A first challenge was to
identify potential candidates, since parts changed during refurbishment are visible or
with high technical or surface requirements, which is a challenge for 3D printing
technology. After several rounds of research between Lexmark manufacturer and
Particula, and 5 printers dismantled, one part was selected: a “deflector”. Necessary
digital files and specifications were provided to Particula in order to produce 4 samples
with different materials.
 The surface of the 3D printed parts was too rough and wavy and didn’t comply with
the specifications. Polishing the surface of the 3D printed part could have solved
the surface issue, but it would add significant cost which would have entirely
negated the case.
 While this test was not successful and drove the conclusion that 3D printing does
not seem to be an option to cut cost in the case of printers, Lexmark’s
remanufacturer identified a potential candidate: a “packaging” type part, part
which is placed to lock some piece of the printer together to avoid damages during
transportation. Technical requirements for these parts are much different and
lower than a functional part of the printer and aesthetical requirements (one of the
major bottlenecks of the previous activity finding) is not an issue. Three different
parts were printed with ABS filament and tested successfully. Those parts are today
in production.
 In conclusion, while 3D printing technology may be appropriate for small parts (and
this activity did not investigate this area as none are changed during refurbishment)
it is probably not a breakthrough option to cut cost. Indeed, mechanical spare parts
cost is driven by large cosmetic parts, the covers, which cannot be effectively 3D
printed as well as other large parts which are subjected to be changed during the
refurbishing process seem to be not appropriate for 3D printing. But some very
specific parts, such as packaging one referred above can be good candidate.
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7.1.6. Improve efficiency of refurbishment operations
Another activity aiming at addressing the cost challenge was to identify efficiency levers
in the printer refurbishment process. Labour is, after spare parts, one of the two major
cost elements with reverse logistic (which will be discussed later in this report) for
refurbishing a printer.
This was a two- step activity, the first one consisting in the determination of the
associated cost in qualifying a printer model, i.e., to ensure proper performance and
associated warranty for the customer. The second step aimed at working on efficiency
gain assuming process changes to refurbish a printer. Two printer models were selected,
a colour and a mono one, and 40 units were used for this activity, for which a 50% yield
was determined (amongst the number of available used printers, the yield represents the
number of refurbished printers targeted, indeed, some printers are cannibalized to avoid
changing too many parts which drive a high cost, an interesting problematic). In our case,
we used 40 printers to end up with 20 refurbished ones, the other 20 ones being
dismantled to recover parts for the 20 refurbished ones and remaining parts recycled.
The higher the desired yield, the higher the associated cost as many more parts need to
be procured instead of being recovered, which increases the cost.
Engineers identified and tested several options to tackle the efficiency issue: (i)
Implement a Kanban loop on components close to the workstation; (ii) Put in place rotary
tables to facilitate access to the various side of the product and use dedicated carts to
transport printers; (iii) Use larger rework station; (iv) Pretest and select printers before
initiating the refurbishment process; (v) Process printers by batches and process 2
printers at the same time and set up minimum batch length to gain better efficiency
(longer batch allows to reduce repair time per printer and allows to set up repairs in
progressive line).
The cost to implement the improvements mentioned above is in the range of 0 to few
hundreds of euros per step.
 For the given model, the associated qualification cost is a onetime cost of 2966€.
To be attractive, a minimum number of units should be refurbished to absorb such
fixed cost. An important parameter to consider while refurbishing a printer which
will other same performance as a new one.
 Linked to volume, a significant efficiency gain can be realized, improvements are
sizable: between 15 and 20% cycle time reduction for a fairly low cost of associated
equipment if any, which will help the final business case for OEM to make product
refurbishment an attractive activity and help generate higher customer traction.
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7.1.7. Investigate cosmetic issues acceptance
Based on findings of the above activity and especially the yield issue, the team
investigated in more details the yield drivers, one of them is linked to the external parts
(the housings) of the printers which can show cosmetic defects, such as scratches,
decolorization… Lexmark has stringent specifications driving many housings to be
changed so they can look like new or nearly new. Visible parts mainly made of molded
plastic covers and housings are expensive as they are ordered by large Minimum Order
Quantity due to the injection molding technology and they are coming from far east Asia
which leads to high freight cost; therefore, if customers accepted some slight cosmetic
defects it may positively impact the cost of refurbished printers. The team therefore
decided to build 4 printers, using housings which would not pass Lexmark cosmetic
specifications but which the team as customers/users would judge acceptable. Based on
the subjectivity at stake, various sessions occurred to determine what could be
acceptable and not acceptable. Lexmark has chosen two product models, representative
of mid-range mono and colour products. They were refurbished, assembled, with all
visible covers (top, front, right, left, rear) showing cosmetic defects (dents, scratches,
discoloration…) not passing Lexmark standard specifications and shipped to four selected
parties to gather their feedback on experience using a refurbished printer. Customers
were not informed about what defect the printers have. In parallel a questionnaire was
developed to gather feedback on specific topics, supported with an interview conducted
at the end of a 3-month test.
 Performance of the refurbished device is the highest criteria for the users: as far as
the printer performed as expected and especially as a new one, users are satisfied.
Interestingly, for this activity, surveys were filled by users and interviews was ran
with users, not with the procurement person, so no discussion on cost.
 Printer locations at the customer premises is seen as being an important criterion
to determine if refurbished device is an option or not. When located in areas where
potential visitors, customers may come, there is still reluctancy / questioning on
installing such refurbished device.
 Most of the users did not notice any cosmetic issues. Defects were hardly visible
and completely acceptable for them. This finding drove significant traction at
Lexmark as it is an easy lever to help with cost.
 Cosmetic defect acceptance level is a significant driver to make printer
refurbishment more cost attractive: it can cut housing cost by 40% which for a yield
of 50% represents 20€ for a given printer.
 There is a significant positive outcome out of this activity as it will help to maximize
the output of refurbished printers by replacing less covers, reduce cost by
potentially increasing yield as well as recovering more acceptable parts and
therefore swing negative cases to positive and in the end enhance the Circular
Economy.
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7.1.8. Improve reverse logistics at the EoL
As mentioned earlier in this report, reverse logistic is the third major cost element of
refurbishing a printer. Lexmark therefore elected to initiate 2 activities related to the
subject matter.
Capitalizing on previous experience on cartridges and its LCCP program, the aim of this
first activity related to reverse logistic cost was to initiate a project aiming at increasing
the EMEA refurbish volume by leveraging, enhancing, and automating all internal related
processes, and subsequently optimize costs, mainly labour related cost. (In agreement
with PRINT-CIRCMODE A1.4.2 ‘Reduce the number of unnecessary and incorrect
shipments’ and A1.6.1 ‘Increase the flow of returned end of life printers by reducing the
associated time and cost’ and A1.1.1 ‘Expand LCCP (Lexmark Cartridge Collection
Program’ and/merge with LECP program (Lexmark Equipment Collection Program):
collecting and refurbishing whole printers and key components’). Another objective of
the project is to make it easier for customers and partners to get their used units
returned, so they do not end to WEEE stream and get damaged. A web-based collection
tool, named “Collected by Lexmark” has been developed with the involvement of a thirdparty service provider, the tool being an extended version of the Lexmark Cartridge
Collection Program (LCCP) platform that Lexmark already uses for cartridge collection.
 After the first month the numbers show that the total working time decreased 26%
using the new tool and further improvement is expected. The communication
needs also less time from Lexmark side, as the process is more automatic.
 Using this kind of platform will make the collections easier and faster, it could serve
the refurbishment supply more effectively. Making customer life easier may
generate higher return volume and make product take back buy back more
“appealing” for customers
The second activity related to reverse logistic consisted in testing the platform developed
by RINA-C which aims to optimize the sustainable and cost-effective transportation of
used products or WEEE from the collection points to the remanufacturing centre or
treatment/recycling sites and. Inefficient management of the reverse logistic makes the
circular economy business less attractive, improving it is a key element to support the
CEBM. The platform calculates the best route between several pick-up addresses and the
destination. It shows the delivery time, distance, air pollutant emissions, number and
type of trucks needed, and considers the preferred shipment dates. The tool lists a
combination of possible paths between the addresses and displays them on maps. By
optimizing the transport between locations, the related costs and emissions can be
reduced. Within the demonstration more scenarios of printer collections have been
compared, including Lexmark’s current business practices in reverse logistics.
 The tool could be a good help to calculate best routes, optimize CO2 and other
emissions in case of several pick-ups within a shorter period with addresses
relatively close to each other, however the current business practices shows that it
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is not always an option to wait several days or weeks to organize consolidated
transports since it is not predictable from which locations Lexmark will receive the
pick-up requests and timing is also an important aspect.
The customers usually have limited storage places or have increased costs by
storing the products and prefer to get them transported the soonest.
The tool worked well with several theoretical pick-up locations, which were mostly
on the territory of Germany, but here we need to assume that the customers accept
longer time to store the products until they get shipped within consolidated
transport, which for the time is a challenge which may need to be re-considered
with customers.
To fully take advantage of such reverse logistic tool, the company which wishes to
implement it to their business should get more products take back requests from
customers and change to a business model where consolidated shipments are
arranged.
Therefore, a key element is to increase the number of printers collected back from
customers which would also support to enhance the refurbished business.

7.1.9. Promotion of CE practices in the printer business
All along the project duration, Lexmark actively promoted the C-SERVEES project,
participating to various conferences, meeting competitors, reverse logistic actors,
publishing content in social media. Below are 3 main topics which drove significant
insights for the C-SERVEES project
Presentation to Competition
The C-SERVEES project was presented to a competitor with the aim of sharing
methodologies and ideas related to best Circular Economy practices. Lexmark’s
experience and findings on the C-SERVEES project was discussed with the competitor to
bring feedback/comments within an interactive session. The main topics were the
demand generation, EOL product availability and cost to collect/refurbish products
 The competitor’s “demand approach” is to only collect units for which there is a
demand (currently companies sell what the customer needs, current equivalent is
the “pull” approach). Therefore, refurbished products should be aligned with new
ones, and sales need to be convinced to sell, but it is a challenge because the sales
community wants to provide the best and latest product generation and they
mainly have a bonus system for selling new devices.
 Sales team is a key stakeholder, not only they must be convinced that the product
offer has the right performance/reliability but mostly, the sales team must be
incentivized to sell refurbished products and take back programs.
 The competitor distinguishes remanufactured products (Grade A) offering the
same performance and warranty than new ones, and refurbished products offering
potentially lower performance and warranty than new ones. For the sales
community remanufactured products are preferable to refurbished ones.
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 Data management is the future, it would drastically help to minimize the risk of
losing money by accurately identifying printer life details and determine ahead
what and how to handle.
 Recyclers mostly get only what dealers/resellers don’t want, therefore the
likelihood for recyclers to get valuable devices is low.
 As long as virgin plastic is relatively cheap there is no business case yet for 3D
printing in the Imaging Equipment industry
 In the future it would be worth to invest in recycled resin capabilities. Recycled
products will be preferred, and a “green scoring” approach could be used like in the
food industry.
 The main challenges are the labour costs, the volume (few products drive higher
costs, more products drive lover costs) and the automatization (which can be
applied e.g., in quality check).
Presentation to a “resource recovery” actor
In the background of C-SERVEES project and with the identified need for recyclers to
adapt themselves to move up in the Circular Economy hierarchy and deal with
dismantling activity as an example, we had the chance to interview respectively the CEO
and Sales Director at Close the loop (Ctl), a Lexmark supplier used to recycle toner and
laser cartridges in Europe as well as in North America and Australia. While Lexmark uses
Close the loop as a recycler, it is much more than a simple recycler. The CEO would
describe the company as a Resource Recovery company.
While the company started with standard recycling capabilities, they quickly proposed
additional services, similar to the Lexmark Cartridges Collection Program. Indeed, Ctl
contracts with OEMs or large distributors to collect used products and manages the entire
reverse logistic (procuring, delivering, and collecting collection boxes) to then sort and
process used products. Ctl then provides its OEM customers with sorted and clean
products, spare parts as well as proper recycling service for products which cannot be
reused. The business model is quite different from standard recycler ones. Indeed, Ctl
does not receive all kind of WEEE products mixed, which is what classic recyclers like
Indumetal and Greentronics (C-SERVEES partners) manage, instead, Ctl manages the
reverse logistic, including product sorting and disposal on behalf of OEMs and large
distributors. As stated above, the model presents significant similarities with Lexmark
LCCP program, the main difference being that Lexmark subcontracts the reverse logistic
to a third-party forwarder and manages the sorting internally. The key point here is that
those models (Ctl’s and Lexmark’s) are effective and drive OEMs to collect their end-oflife products and get them remanufactured or properly recycled and therefore enhance
and boost the Circular Economy of this sector. This approach is of course coming at a
cost. Are Ctl customers able to offset the cost with the Circular Economy benefits (mainly
products and parts recovery)? This information is not available, but based on Lexmark
experience, it is likely that they don’t. Specialized in printing cartridges (both ink and laser
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technologies), Ctl has recently diversified with cosmetics, eyeglasses, and cell phone case
products and as per their representatives, much more to come. Is this a trend?
 The key point, to be cost effective is (as in many industrial processes) remains
volume.
 The detailed approach described above, while adding costs, has various Circular
Economy benefits as it maximizes used product value and ensure proper disposal
of non-manufacturable used products
 As we have seen in the C-SERVEES dismantling activity, getting products which can
bring value for OEMs from conventional recyclers is a challenge for both cost and
availability reasons. Therefore, actions should be taken upstream in the Supply
Chain to ensure proper packaging and handling, having OEMs to organize separate
collection of their used products is certainly an interesting path.
PR and media campaigns
Lexmark organized media campaigns in Europe to raise awareness and spread
information about its demo findings. Lexmark regularly shares different contents on
circular economy and possible reuse and recycling solutions on social media platforms (in
agreement with PRINT-CIRCMODE A.3.3.1 ‘Active lobbying at EU and/or national level for
wider acceptance and promotion of circular business models’ and A.3.3.2 ‘Active
media/PR campaign on refurbished printers’, as well as A4.1.2 ‘Promote refurbished
printers’). Activities in the demo and related finding are shared via social media at
national and EU level in several languages (mainly English, German and French). CSERVEES activities and findings are presented at customer and partner events and
industry conferences. Recorded Power Point presentation with findings on more
languages has been prepared for experts and non-experts, it adapts to different
audiences. Videos have been created with research findings of the projects and have
been translated to more languages.
 Working with C-SERVEES has helped Lexmark drive its ambitious goals even further,
especially in terms of streamlining refurbishment processes and helping the
company take an even more holistic approach to circularity – from its product
design to responsible refurbishment or recycling.
 Watch here to find out more about how Lexmark and C-SERVEES are working
together to build a sustainable circular solution for the print industry.
 The whole industry sector is kind to learn more about C-SERVEES findings and
recommendations to accelerate the refurbishment market for printers. Most
players in the industry understand the importance of collaboration and knowledge
sharing.
As highlighted in those findings, C-SERVEES demo activities brought significant value to
Lexmark business at EU and WW level. The various findings will also bring value to the
entire printing industry as well as the wider EEE industry and should contribute to further
boost Circular Economy in this sector. The printing industry is still at the beginning of the
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learning curve regarding the reusability of the printing system. While technology and ICT
tools can help to boost Circular Economy, refurbished products programs shall be
promoted by all industry players. Individual products take and buyback programs need to
be developed in Europe. Besides, education is needed; the environmental positive impact
to use refurbished products needs to be promoted in front of business users and
consumers. Education should be leveraged by all stakeholders in the market, public
authorities included. In the B2B sector, the PSS (Print Shared Service) business model can
significantly help to accelerate the Circular Economy; OEMs shall keep ownership of their
products and be accountable to properly refurbish them and dispose them at the end of
life. Design for durability will optimize the PSS business model and keep products as long
as possible in the market. Ambitious harmonized EU refurbishment targets under public
procurement would be of great help in expanding PSS and subscription models. Public
procurement reuse targets would force all market players in the market to adapt circular
economy business models and durability thinking to survive in a fast-changing
environment. Industry would finally move from “nice to have” to “must have" circular
economy solutions and offerings. Players without durable design and investments in
refurbishment solutions would disappear from the European market in the medium term.

7.2. Findings from the demonstration
In general, companies using printers do not sell back their end-of-life printers to the
respective OEMs, reverse logistics being the main issue. Only a few buying back programs
exist for end of-life printers. This reduces the availability of printers for the refurbishment
operations and limits the refurbished products offer. On the other hand, many printing
companies prefer to refurbish printer models that can be sold with an attractive margin,
mostly high end A4 and A3 printers.
Price and quality are the two most important criteria for refurbishing a product. The
quality must be high and the price of refurbishment low. This is the challenging equation
that each company needs to solve while keeping at the same time an attractive sales
margin. However, as a positive note, it has been shown that many customers can accept
products that show cosmetic issues.
The main important enablers to encourage the use of refurbished products are:
− Environmental laws for manufacturers offering a bonus / malus system
− Public Procurement targets for refurbished products
− Eco-design laws forcing manufacturers to design their products to be repaired
and put back into circulation
− Legal obligation for manufacturers to produce spare parts necessary for the
repair and functioning of the products
− Security features to a same level as new products
− New or prolonged warranty and associated services
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In order to promote circular practices, customers need to better understand the
environmental advantages of acquiring and using refurbished products. They should get
data on how much energy and CO2 is saved with a refurbished device compared to a new
device. QR codes can help to accelerate the acceptance of refurbishment and improve
the business case. Besides, refurbished products can satisfy specific customer needs
when flexibility, quick solutions and aggressive price offers are needed. Not all customers
need the latest product model on the market. On the other hand, printer locations at the
customer premises may determine if the refurbished device is an option or not. When
located in areas where potential visitors and customers may access, there is still
reluctancy on some companies’ part. However, interestingly most of the users in the
demo experience did not notice any cosmetic issues in the refurbished printers. Cosmetic
defect acceptance level is a significant driver to make printer refurbishment more cost
attractive, as it can cut housing cost by 40%.
In order to make refurbishment a cost-effective business, a minimum number of units
should be refurbished to absorb the initial fixed cost. Significant efficiency gain can be
obtained linked to volume increase: between 15 and 20% cycle time reduction, which will
help the final business case for OEM to make product refurbishment an attractive activity
and help generate higher customer traction. A web-based collection tool, named
“Collected by Lexmark” has been developed with the involvement of a third-party service
provider, to make it easier for customers to get their used units returned. This tool is an
extended version of the Lexmark Cartridge Collection Program (LCCP) platform that
Lexmark already uses for cartridge collection. Complementary to this, the Rina-C tool for
reverse logistics optimisation can help calculate best routes, optimize CO2 and other
emissions in case of several pick-ups, although its usefulness is restricted by the need to
consolidate transports in a limited time, which sometimes does not allow to store
products until the most sustainable shipment option is ready. If the number of take back
requests increased, this would ensure the tool can be used to enhance the refurbishing
business.
On the eco-design, products need to be designed in such a way to increase their value
after the end of life, for example with a modular approach. Such modules could be
assembled with some fastening devices. Also, use of colour code to easily identify
parts/sub assembly would be of great help, according to the recyclers’ feedback.
Recovering plastic materials from EoL printers and toner cartridges proved to be
challenging. A path forward could be to dismantle printers at recyclers premises and
harvest valuable spare parts which can be of interest for the OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturer), using a dismantling manual associated with ICT technology to bring
process efficiency. Also, Lexmark found difficulties in identifying suppliers to proceed with
plastic parts grinding and even worse difficulties for compounding.
An analysis of the business case on recovering spare parts from EoL printers collected at
recycling facilities showed it can drive positive financial outcome, assuming recyclers get
such products in their WEEE stream, which may be a major challenge. It would require
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properly trained workers to identify cosmetic defects and properly extract the spare parts
for reuse. In this sense, using an ICT tool (Soltel information exchange platform) reveals
to be efficient to share information, instructions such as the dismantling manual and the
cosmetic specifications list.
The Circularise ICT tool was also successfully tested to track and trace material content
along the value chain. Connected supply chain members can send the tokenized material
and attach documents which prove the amount of recycled material and the physical
transportation to each location. Data management is seen as key to the future of the
refurbishment business, since it would drastically help to minimize the risk of losing
money by accurately identifying printer life details and determine ahead what and how
to handle EoL devices.
3D printing could not be validated as a technology that could be used to obtain spare
parts for the refurbishment operations, based mainly on the costs derived from
producing high quality parts. However, for non-functional parts (“packaging” parts),
technical and aesthetic requirements are not so high and this solution has been adopted,
being currently in production.

7.3. Post-demonstration review of the PRINT-CIRCMODE
As per the above listed findings and outcomes, Lexmark has already implemented several
actions during the project and will keep focusing on the most important ones to
accelerate the Circular Economy concepts of its industry.
Based on the highlighted importance to retain ownership of the printers to ensure best
in class Circular Economy practices, Lexmark will not only keep developing its existing
Managed Print Services program, but it will also implement Print Shared Services model
through a subscription program which has been recently launched. This will definitively
help to determine the best options to extend the life of used products (extend warranty,
upgrade, refurbish, remanufacture, recover parts, or ultimately recycle).
Lexmark is now better aware of customer acceptance changes and decided to make
refurbished product offers more cost attractive. Lexmark will adjust its cosmetic criteria
and launching grade A/B type refurbished product lines. This is a radical mind shift that
accelerated internal processes towards more ambitious circular economy solutions. The
newly developed subscription program should help to boost the refurbished products
market and increase sales volumes.
A major focus needs to be on internal training and incentivizing sales team to sell
refurbished products (in progress). Lexmark started to promote take back/buyback
programs supported by the recently launched web platform to automatize the reverse
logistic process and make it easy to customers to give back their used products for free.
This will be done, through communication, social media campaigns as well as customer
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incentives to collect used products in the most cost-effective way. Several actions are
already planned to develop appropriate marketing communication as well as internal
communication for 2023.
Lexmark is preparing a third-party certified Life Cycle Assessment for remanufactured
cartridges to better measure the environmental savings of reused products (especially
the reduced CO2 footprint. The main goals are: 1/Develop a holistic understanding of the
potential climate change impacts of a printer cartridge by means of a product carbon
footprint (CFP) based on ISO 14067. 2/Understand the burdens and benefits of Lexmark's
refurbishment program on the CFP of cartridges when compared to conventional, singleuse ones. 3/Identify hot spots within and across all life cycle stages.4/Derive
improvement potentials for design, manufacturing, refurbishment, distribution, and
treatment at End of Life. 5/Understand regional impacts through comparison of
manufacturing, distribution and EoL treatment in US vs. EU
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8.

ALM products demonstrator

8.1. Implementation of the ALM-CIRCMODE
In this chapter, an overview of the actions and analyses from the WP2 CEBM canvas that
have been implemented or followed is provided, together with a rationale as to why these
actions and analyses have been chosen whereas others have not been followed or been
discarded.
In work package 2, an extensive overview of potential CE activities, resources, customer
segments etc. has been compiled. From the many options in this compilation, only a
subset has been investigated by ADVA during the runtime of the project. This subset
resulted from discussions with the project partners. An overview of the actions that were
followed, analysed or implemented is given in Table 6. Note that the other demonstrator
partners have gone for different subsets.
Table 6. Overview of CEBM actions followed for the ALM
Key circular activities

1.2 Embrace eco-design to ensure circularity across all lifecycle stages
1.4 Develop circular logistics and distribution
1.5 Provide repair and maintenance services
1.6 Optimize EoL circularity

Circular customer
relationships

5.4 Provide/enhance after-sales services, including improved guarantees or
warranties

Key circular channels

6.4 Adopt commitment to ensure highest possible level of data security

Circular value
proposition

7.1 Adopt options for providing products as a service or bundles of products
and services
7.2 Enhance offerings for leased, rented or shared product options
7.4 Enhance circular EoL options, including take-back

Circular revenue
streams

8.1 Enhance offerings that attract recurring revenues such as bundles of sales
and services, leasing, remanufacturing
8.2 Adopt financial administration to enable CE business models such as
leasing options
8.3 Enhance activities that obtain value from WEEE, e.g., parts reuse,
preparation for reuse or resale, and/or recycling

Circular cost
structure

9.3 Enhance strategies and practices to address cost associated with takeback and return of EoL products

Reasons for selecting the actions listed above included rough analyses of where the
highest impact, or the most relevant results, may be achieved during the project. In turn,
these analyses were either based on a-priori knowledge, intuitive preference (without
further evidence) or, in most cases, on rigid analyses like lifecycle assessments. Since
ADVA performed extensive LCAs across its entire products portfolio already prior to the
project, substantive related knowledge for decision-making was available.
Reasons for discarding actions from the complete WP2 CEBM canvas included either
obvious irrelevance in the ALM context or various mechanisms that did not allow the
respective action to be implemented. The former included, for example, discarding any
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analyses of 3D printing. In the context of ADVA’s products, this would only have
addressed an area of relatively small relevance according to LCA. The latter include
several mechanisms that are regarded as typical or specific to the B2B ICT sector. This
includes but is not limited to:





Long development cycles of B2B ICT products
Already existing longevity of B2B ICT products
Fast functional or energy-efficiency obsolescence for B2B ICT products
Very high competition pressure and associated risks

Given limited resources that could be assigned to the project and the many potential
CEBM actions, these reasons led to the focus on the actions listed in Table 6. This includes
a dedicated focus on analyses of product-service systems.
Consequently, not all aspects that were chosen could be implemented in the real-world
demonstrator installation. For example, no maintenance actions were necessary during
the project runtime, so that no aspects of reverse logistics could be investigated other
than theoretically. However, the demonstrator was implemented as one type of PSS that
included maintenance services.
Likewise, comparatively few actions were followed regarding ICT tools as a means for
supporting circularity. A focus on some content aspects of a digital twin was followed.

8.1.1. Design and production phase
In the design and production phase of the demonstrator, the work focused on different
aspects of eco-design. This included active ALM units as well as newly designed ALM
sensors which were later installed in the demonstrator. It also included, with limited
effort, packaging, where plastic reduction was the main aim. Eco-design of the active ALM
units focused on improvements for future product generations, with special respect to
plastic parts. This work was supported by project partners that disassembled and
analysed several ALM units. Eco-design of the new ALM sensors was supported, and final
decisions guided by, LCA. The eco-design work was complemented by work on (reverse)
logistics improvements that was based on earlier ADVA work in that area.
Main outcome of this work was newly designed, LCA-optimized ALM sensors with
intended lifetime of several decades (30 years). Here, LCA mainly determined the
material choice (secondary-market aluminium in this case).

8.1.2. Distribution and use phase
In the distribution and use phase, the work focused on a detailed PSS analysis that
explicitly considered product lifetime optimization with regard to total lifetime emissions.
This was complemented by the demonstrator installation itself, which had to be delayed
due to Covid-19-induced problems regarding the originally intended installation partner.
Instead, installations at two replacement-partners’ sites were conducted. This work was
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complemented by an update of the ADVA eco-design guide, which considered findings
from the first two demonstrator phases.
Main outcomes of this work were in-depth PSS and EEE optimum-lifetime analyses. For
PSS, relevant financial and environmental parameters were considered. Even for the
difficult B2B ICT market, several PSS (including leasing) were identified as feasible. The
lifetime analysis led to the definition of a new evaluation parameter, the ratio UPR10.

8.1.3. End-of-life phase
In the end-of-life phase of the demonstrator, focus of the work was on reuse and
disassembly aspects, as well as a more detailed PSS analysis with special respect to EoL
and the generalization of the UPR10 ratio developed earlier to all demonstrator products
and to general EEE. This work was complemented by work on ICT tools intended for
circularity support, with special consideration of full material declarations as a potential
content contender for tools like the digital twin or the asset administration shell.
Main outcomes of this work were the generalization of the UPR10 ratio to all sort of EEE
(including EEE not considered in the demonstrators), and the complementing PSS analysis
that now considers the EoL phase in more detail. As a result, UPR10 can in general be
used to quickly identify EEE optimum lifetime ranges. Moreover, the PSS analysis revealed
the importance of EoL take-back, rather than the importance of leasing vs. selling.

8.2. Main findings from the ALM demonstration
The “practical” work in the ALM demonstrator and its outcome was somewhat limited by
delays caused by Covid-19 and the global semiconductor crisis, and also by the fact that
due to the extreme longevity design of the ALM (up to 30 years), not much real EoL data
(e.g., failure rates, reverse-logistics data) could be gathered. This led to the fact that the
two findings that are regarded as substantive relate to the optimum-lifetime and PSS
analyses. The most relevant related findings are summarized hereinafter.

8.2.1. Optimum-lifetime analysis – UPR10
Summary of UPR10
In WP4, extensive studies were conducted regarding EEE product lifetime which should
not be exceeded in order to avoid adverse effects, namely increasing total-lifetime
carbon emissions. In these studies, we compared the total lifetime emissions (primarily
determined by use phase and production) of two scenarios: an EEE product is put in place
and stays in service over increasing periods in time, and the same product is put in service
but being replaced after certain time by a more energy-efficient successor product.
The studies revealed that for certain EEE products (e.g., the ALM or a TV set at normal
household usage), replacements does not make sense. In other words, for these products
all possibilities for extending lifetime or usage (“longevity”) should be followed. However,
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for other EEE products (e.g., TeraFlex or a monitor at very high utilization), replacement
by a more efficient successor unit does reduce total lifetime emissions, including of
course the production of the successor.
All relevant assumptions on energy efficiency, emission factors etc. can be found in
deliverables D4.3 and D4.4.
In order to generalize these studies, we defined the Use-phase-over-Production-phase
Ratio UPR10 for the GWP:

𝑈𝑃𝑅10 ≔

GWP of the first 10 years in the use phase
GWP of the production phase

(Eqn. 2)

UPR10 is the ratio of 10 years use-phase GWP and the production GWP according to LCA.
The first 10 years in use shall be considered since over time, the use-phase GWP
decreases due to improving emission factors. We consider 10 years of use to allow certain
averaging of the emission factors and sufficient time for successor product generations
to be developed.
The main reason for the restriction of UPR10 to the GWP – which is not necessarily the
most relevant LCA midpoint parameter in the CE context – is the similarity of the results
for GWP and abiotic resource depletion (ARD) in LCA. This similarity between GWP and
ARD can be found for almost all LCAs that we conducted in the past years. It means that
GWP can be considered a suitable indicator also for resource depletion.
The UPR10 concept has been proven as applicable in order to find out quickly whether
EEE should be replaced for energy-efficiency and related GWP reasons or should be given
long or even extended lifetime.
UPR10 can be used for different classes of EEE. However, it needs to be adopted to the
type of electricity used due to the dependence of UPR10 on the related emission factors.
Some further imprecision results from the differences that EEE has regarding its gain in
energy efficiency over time. This leads to an improvement of UPR10 by normalizing UPR10
to the predicted energy-efficiency gain in that period (the first 10 years).

𝑈𝑃𝑅10EE ≔ 𝑈𝑃𝑅10 · 𝐺EE10Y

(Eqn. 3)

UPR10EE is the former UPR10, multiplied by the gain in energy efficiency in the first 10 years
of usage, GEE10Y. For higher gains in efficiency (see, for example, TeraFlex), UPR10EE is
reduced stronger as compared to smaller gains. Thus, differences in efficiency gain are
partially equalized. (Exact equalization is not possible since the assumptions regarding
the different gains contain errors or approximations.) This yields more robust results in
cases where the gain assumptions used in this document cannot be applied. Similar to
the emission factors, the efficiency gain then has to be adopted individually, and the
respective gain needs to be known. Therefore, UPR10EE requires additional knowledge and
must be regarded as slightly more complex.
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The values for UPR10 and UPR10EE that separate the replacement and no-replacement
regimes are listed in Table 2 for average grid-mix and renewable electricity, respectively.
Table 7. Crossover value ranges for UPR10 and UPR10EE

Crossover range

Grid mix
UPR10
UPR10EE
2.5…5
~1.5

Renewable
UPR10
UPR10EE
0.7…1.1
~0.6

Products with UPR10 clearly below 2.5 or UPR10EE below 1.5 (grid mix) or UPR10 clearly
below 0.9 or UPR10EE below 0.6 (renewable energy), respectively, do not require
replacement. Products with UPR10 or UPR10EE values clearly above the respective
crossover thresholds do require it. Products with UPR10 or UPR10EE near the crossover
values should be analysed in more detail to identify the optimum replacement scenario.
Similar considerations hold for the preference on energy efficiency in eco-design.
Products with high UPR10 or UPR10EE require consideration of energy efficiency first,
followed by circular-economy consideration. For small UPR10 or UPR10EE, it is vice versa.
The crossover values for UPR10EE are smaller than those for UPR10 since the latter were
originally derived for ICT equipment with comparatively high energy-efficiency gain.
On average, energy consumption of a successor product after 10 years was down to ~62%
of the consumption of the original EEE product. Efficiency for ICT infrastructure products
grew faster, efficiency, e.g., of TV sets grew slower, according to their manufacturer.
Discussion of UPR10
Circular economy aims at reducing raw-material consumption and waste generation
through the concept of longevity. However, lifetime may be limited, for certain electronic
products, by use-phase energy consumption and the efficiency gain that is to be expected
by successor products. This effect is time-dependent since both, the efficiency gain and
the electricity emission factors that are to be applied decrease over time.
For the related product classification, the use-phase-over-production-phase GWP ratio
UPR10 has been defined. For certain electronic products, it clearly indicates that
replacement for reasons of increased efficiency and reduced emissions is advisable. This
can even be true for the case of using renewable energy.
For such products, continued work toward better energy efficiency is required. The
resulting lifetime GWP optimization may contradict generic CE requirements for longevity
and the respective eco-design efforts. However, in particular as long as average emission
factors are clearly above the ones for renewable energy, the product classification
enabled by UPR10 should be applied in order to avoid net-negative CE rebound effects on
global warming. This is particularly true for potential new regulations. These must apply
similar electronics-products classification. Products with very strong use-phase
dominance, like TeraFlex, must be allowed to be taken out of service for reasons of
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energy-related emissions, even if they could be re-used for extended periods from the
viewpoint of functionality. Of course, this means that at their end of life, these products
have to be recycled to the best-possible extent.
UPR10 is applicable to a broad range of EEE in order to find out quickly whether the
respective EEE should be replaced for energy-efficiency and related GWP reasons or
should be given long or even extended lifetime in the sense of the circular economy.
Usage of UPR10 is relatively simple, e.g., compared to conducting full lifecycle
assessments since only the production-phase GWP (i.e., a subset of an LCA) and the usephase GWP (i.e., the power-consumption specification plus emission factor and use
mode) need to be known.
For UPR10EE, knowledge or good prediction of future energy-efficiency gain is required.
This prediction requires knowledge of the past behaviour of energy efficiency, together
with some prediction of future energy efficiency, including challenges like physical
saturation effects, for example the Shannon-von Neumann-Landauer limit.
In total, the UPR10 concept is regarded simple and applicable.
The concept of UPR10 is also regarded novel. It resolves the ambiguity that the exclusive
consideration of LCA even in cases of obvious use-phase dominance still leaves. It
provides a single, simple parameter that helps to identify if longevity / lifetime extension
is the correct way forward.
UPR10 may have an influence on the choice of the most-suitable PSS as the supporting CE
business model. In cases of very high UPR10, it may be beneficial to select a PSS that
supports improvements of operational efficiency, namely energy efficiency.
In turn, certain PSS can have a strong influence on UPR10. In particular, PSS that aim at
substantially improving product utilization, e.g., by better sharing, may also lead to
substantially increased lifetime energy consumption, thus increasing UPR10. In these
cases, it must be checked whether the respective products need to be replaced because
of energy-consumption reasons after certain periods.
Feedback on UPR10
We introduced the UPR10 concept to several customers, i.e., telecommunications
network operators and service providers. In one of these discussions – with British
Telecom (BT), an international network operator and service provider that is relatively
advanced in its sustainability concepts and actions – explicit interest in the UPR10 concept
was expressed. BT wants to use this parameter to differentiate between products that
primarily require consideration of energy efficiency and products that require dedicated
CE considerations. BT is the first European network operator with dedicated CE targets.
They want to be fully circular by 2030. In addition, they support that the European ICT
sector (i.e., the former European national monopolist network operators like BT, DTAG,
France Telecom etc.) are jointly circular in 2040.
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Recommendation on UPR10
UPR10 can have relevance for future regulations. This is particularly true in case such
documents regulate quota for reuse, lifetime extension or similar concepts for electronic
equipment. In order to prevent environmental harm, certain product classes must be
exempted from such regulations. With the help of UPR10, these product classes can be
clearly identified.
Future development of UPR10
In the future, with impact of GWP declining thanks to increasing portions of renewable
energy used, the UPR10 concept might be complemented by considering the abiotic
resource depletion (ARD) as a relevant LCA midpoint parameter that considers rawmaterial depletion. This might still lead to a simple parameter and might balance GWP vs.
ARD in the future case where GWP gets less important. As a minimum recommendation,
the similarity of GWP and ARD in LCA should be checked every 5-10 years. If the two
midpoint parameters start to clearly deviate, UPR10 should be complemented by ARD.

8.2.2. PSS analysis for ICT systems and beyond
Our analysis of product-service systems (PSS) is based on a modified version of the PSS
overview given by Kjaer et al2. We complemented and corrected this overview, the new
version is shown in Figure 5. Three aspects of potential PSS paths in the diagram are
market red since they cannot be used for ICT infrastructure equipment – sharing is
already optimized, and ICT substitution is not possible.
Product-Service Systems
Operational
support

Operational
efficiency

Product
maintenance

Product
longevity

Reduce resources
– energy – during use

Take-back,
(Parts) reuse etc.

Product
sharing

PaaS

Product system
Intensified
Producer
substitutions
product usage product ownership

Reduce production/cost
of (new) components

Displace more resourceintensive systems

Avoid burden shifting between lifecycle stages – energy vs. raw material
Mitigate rebound effects

Figure 6. Modified overview on PSS, based on Kjaer et al. PaaS: Product as a Service.

All PSS shall be complemented by additional measures that aim at avoiding burden
shifting and rebound effects. Related to total-lifetime emissions, optimum-lifetime
L. Kjær et al., “Product/Service-Systems for a Circular Economy: The Route to Decoupling Economic Growth from
Resource Consumption?” J. Indust. Ecology, Vol. 23, No. 1, 2018, pp. 22-25. DOI: 10.1111/jiec.12747.
2
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analysis, e.g., based on the UPR10 ratio described in the previous chapter, can be used in
order to avoid such adverse effects.
Note again that there is no other, more efficient substitution for ICT. The opposite is true
– ICT is the main enabler for virtualization or dematerialization and therefore,
decarbonization, in other sectors. This is commonly regarded one of the Greening-by-ICT
aspects.
PSS assessment for ICT infrastructure equipment
Basically, variants of two PSS were analysed:
 PSS1. Product sold, together with maintenance, without take-back at EoL
 PSS2. Product sold, together with maintenance, with take-back at EoL
 PSS3. Leasing with take-back at EoL
 Only product leased (including maintenance): TeraFlex
 Service offered by the product leased (including maintenance): ALM
The analyses were conducted for both, the ALM and TeraFlex ICT systems, unless
otherwise stated. They were also generalized based on the ratio of system CapEx to 10years maintenance cost and generic non-ICT-products considerations. To certain extent,
this includes the three aspects marked red in Figure 5.
The duration of the analysed periods, 30 years for the ALM and 16 for TeraFlex (including
replacement) was taken from the UPR10 analysis. Estimates for the EoL yield (both, in
terms of cost and resource-related emissions savings) were taken from older, published
analyses on our ICT equipment efficiency in recycling and reuse. The respective values
are small, which is primarily due to fast functional obsolescence of all involved subsystems and components. Initially, we used the yield numbers summarized in Table 8.
According to our findings, we now propose to use identical values (e.g., 8%) for PSS with
take-back at EoL. We did not identify any mechanism that would justify a difference in
EoL yield between selling and leasing, as long as in both cases take-back with the same
reuse / recycling mechanisms is performed.
Table 8. Initial EoL / take-back yield parameter for PSS2, PSS3
EoL / take-back yield (PSS2), fully blown process
EoL / leasing yield (PSS3), fully blown process

6%
10%

These numbers may look small, but from all previous analyses, we do not have any
indication that these numbers can massively be improved for equipment from a fastpaced market with functional obsolescence like the ICT market. Also, these numbers are
clearly above what could be achieved today. For sensitivity analyses, we increased these
numbers to up to 50% (which is regarded completely unrealistically, at least for ICT).
When transferring our analysis to other equipment, however, these numbers must be reconsidered and adopted.
The PSS analyses considered all relevant financial aspects.
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The analyses revealed major commercial and environmental findings.
Major commercial findings
For commercial results, we used PSS1 (selling product plus maintenance) as reference
since this was a major and successful business model already.
The main finding is that all PSS analysed are financially viable to good extent. This
contradicts older experience with leasing PSS in the B2B ICT market, as described in D4.3.
For leasing PSS, this depends on the difference between leasing products or leasing
products as a service.
For leasing products (including the respective maintenance and take-back at EoL, but not
leasing the product as a service), customer cost cumulated over the considered period
(16-30 years) is approximately 5% higher than in the case of selling the product including
maintenance. This is considered a very small mark-up since the customer does not have
the day-1 invest of buying the product. This obviously leaves space to slightly increasing
the manufacturer revenue (the PSS have been normalized to identical manufacturer
cumulated NPV in our analyses).
In the case of leasing ALM monitoring as a service, the cumulated customer cost is ~45%
higher, compared to the case of buying the product (including) maintenance) and
operating it oneself. The difference in cost results from the fact that now, a managed
service is provided, i.e., the manufacturer must charge for the related operations it
performs. In the ICT or ALM case, this necessitates a so-called Network Operations Centre
(NOC). Since this is not typical for manufacturers today, it adds cost. On the other hand,
it releases the customer from the necessity to operate the product. Instead, the customer
gets the results of the managed service. This can massively lower operational cost on the
customer side. Therefore, the mark-up is regarded feasible in particular for customers
without own operating facilities. This has the following impact:
 For ICT network operators as customers, it is not clear if they accept a managed
service, instead of managing it themselves. They do have all means for managing
their networks, network management is part of their core business. If they accept a
managed service, the added cost (45% here) must be lower than the respective
internal cost.
 For other customers – facilities operators in case of the ALM fire and door sensors –
it should be very interesting to offer the managed service. Again, the cost mark-up
compared to PSS1 should be very interesting, e.g., to facilities operators since it is
likely clearly below their own cost of managing the respective service.
In summary, managed services should be particularly interesting for customers that do
not have the respective operating facilities. If the customer does have such facilities,
leasing the product (not the managed service) or selling it together with maintenance
and EoL take-back seems more viable.
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Moreover, monetary EoL difference between leasing and selling the product including
take-back is negligible. The EoL yield to good approximation is independent of the PSS as
long as take-back at EoL is mandatory. Therefore, PSS that consist of selling products with
maintenance and EoL take-back do not have disadvantages here.
Major environmental findings
From environmental viewpoint, there are no significant differences between the PSS.
Given that take-back is mandatory at EoL, the PSS do not differ since the reduction of
environmental impact depends on take-back and successive reuse or recycling. Since the
latter do not depend on the PSS type, PSS with take-back perform equally good.
This also means that leasing should primarily be considered for financial reasons (e.g.,
avoidance of day-1 invests for the customer). In terms of environmental performance,
other PSS with EoL take-back are equally good.

Products w/o ICT challenges and ICT features – Generalization
Certain PSS become more attractive if for example, maintenance or operations cost are
relatively high compared to system CapEx. Therefore, it is useful to define a ratio that
relates CapEx to maintenance cost. We consider 10 years for the OpEx parameter:

𝐶𝑀𝑅10 ≔

CapEx of the product
Maintenance OpEx over 10 years

(Eqn. 4)

CMR10 is the ratio of the product CapEx to the OpEx generated by 10 years of
maintenance. Note that we do not consider other OpEx like energy cost here.
Two ranges with CMR10 </> ~1 can be discriminated.
Smaller CMR10 reduces the influence of the necessary day-1 invest (either for the
customer in cases of PSS1 and PSS2 or for the vendor in case of PSS3). Therefore, small
CMR10 points more toward PSS3 from the vendor viewpoint and PSS2 from the customer
viewpoint since the respective day-1 invest loses its relevance.
Note that the CMR10 range of the ALM and TeraFlex may be exceeded by other EEE. In
such cases, the indication toward either PSS1/PSS2 or PSS3 becomes even clearer.
Generic EEE products may neither show all the ICT-products challenges, nor their
beneficial features. In the context of circular economy and PSS, the main challenges of
infrastructure ICT products can be summarized as follows:
•
•

•
•

Very fast development cycles, therefore massive functional obsolescence. This
holds for both, complete products and their components. It strictly limits reuse.
Environmental impact dominated by use phase. Therefore, energy efficiency is
most relevant during the next years to come (until emission factors get better), and
again, lifetime may be strictly limited.
In many cases, further improvements in utilization are not possible
The ICT infrastructure cannot be virtualized.
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In turn, infrastructure ICT products in most cases have these beneficial features
•
•

Remote monitoring and supervision via the DCN (data communications network,
which is a logical part of the ICT infrastructure), including failure prediction
Modularity, including resilience of critical modules and high mean time to repair.

We do not further consider the so-called Greening-by-ICT effects here, that is, massive
emissions savings in sectors other than ICT.
If the ICT-products challenges do not apply for generic EEE products, this can have
influence on the most beneficial PSS. First, if functional obsolescence or energy efficiency
are less critical, positive effects of reuse and parts reuse can become more apparent. In
turn, this may make PSS2 and PSS3 of our assessment more attractive because EoL
treatment may provide higher positive credits. This must be confirmed with LCA.
If the EEE products under consideration still have significant potential for higher
utilization (e.g., by better sharing), than the PSS that focuses on sharing and product
utilization should be investigated (see Figure 6). It can potentially lead to high yield since
it can be combined with measures for either the reduction of resources during use or
during production. Consequently, this PSS should be investigated. Potentially, it may be
limited by customer acceptance (e.g., acceptance of sharing a product with others).
Moreover, there is a chance that certain EEE products can be substituted by less
resource-intense systems. Examples may include the integration of further functions into
smart phones that than replace dedicated electronics hardware that supported these
functions earlier. In that case, the PSS at the right edge of the PSS diagrams in Figure 6
(product system substitution) shall be assessed. Effects of such substitutions must again
be calculated and confirmed by LCA.
Finally, other EEE products may show stronger impact – yield – of EoL treatment. This can
be enabled, e.g., by less or slower obsolescence. In these cases, PSS2 and PSS3 will get
more attractive since they generate some revenue or cost and material savings at EoL.

Combinations of PSS paths
In the PSS diagram in Figure 6, the impression may be generated that either operational
efficiency or longevity or producer product ownership are supported by a particular PSS.
This is not fully true. All PSS focus on specific benefits. However, other aspects rather than
those of primary concern may be considered to certain extent in addition. For example,
energy efficiency (an operational-efficiency aspect) can also be considered in leasing PSS.
We did this by replacing TeraFlex units in our analyses. This may further complicate the
PSS assessment, but it allows to find PSS that come without massive burden shifting.

8.3. Post-demonstration review of the ALM-CIRCMODE
ADVA will implement several aspects of the WP2 CEBM canvas, either on broader scale
or in a more rigid way. This will not be restricted to the ALM product line. It will be applied
to all product lines, including their packaging and (reverse) logistics.
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Most notably, further internal analyses have already been started during the project
regarding leasing and related PSS. The aim is to implement leasing offerings as alternative
to selling products. This is driven by both, financial as well as environmental aspects.
Therefore, we expect that over time, the leasing portion of our business will increase.
This goes hand in hand with the intended increase of maintenance services. This increase,
as described earlier, to certain extent is independent of the business model (PSS).
This will be complemented by an extension of our reverse-logistics and take-back process.
This will, over time, also lead to a more rigid implementation of and adherence to our
internal Environmental Requirements (the eco-design guide) in order to increase, where
possible, the yield and value of equipment taken back. Both, the product design and the
reuse or recycling processes for products taken back will more rigidly be guided by
optimum-lifetime analyses. Where not feasible, lifetime extensions will be avoided, and
design to recycling must be optimized. In turn, where lifetime shall be extended, this
again will be supported by respective eco-design (design to maintenance, predictive
maintenance) and potentially, by leasing PSS. This will be complemented by sharing the
UPR10 concept with customers and industry associations and at conferences and in
publications, respectively.
One particular area of focus in eco-design will be plastic parts. The intention is to reduce
the number of different plastic types (down to exclusively compatible plastic types) and
to increase the amount of recycled plastic.
Finally, the relevance of LCA has been clearly shown by the project. LCA is necessary for
determining the environmental impact of EEE products, identify relevant groups of
components for improvements, give guidance to eco-design and indicate the optimum
product lifetime. ADVA already analyses substantive parts of its portfolio with LCA. This
will be continued and, where possible, extended. We will also share our experience
regarding LCA and the related findings with customers, industry associations and in other
suitable fora.
Despite these intended actions and extensions to circular business, certain challenges will
remain. These include fast ICT-market obsolescence, including energy-efficiency
obsolescence as explained earlier, and almost no alternatives to certain ASICs for our
products. The latter are a relevant driver for the LCA environmental impact. They are also
one key area of fast functional obsolescence. Here, either a market slow-down will be
required, or new, disruptive solutions must be found.
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9.

TV sets and displays demonstrator

9.1. Implementation of the TV-CIRCMODE
The TV set demonstration was led by Arçelik and the following sections provide an
overview of the demonstration activities, results and findings during the demonstration
period.

9.1.1. Design and production phase
The design and production phase of the TV set demonstration was centred around the
following activities:
 Implement eco-design by increasing recycled plastic content in TV components
 Increase durability of the LED panel and mainboard
 Use QR codes to provide information about washing machine’s materials and
company’s circularity
To demonstrate the feasibility of introducing increased amounts of recycled plastic
content and decrease the use of virgin raw materials, Arçelik manufactured 100 units of
eco-designed TV sets based on a Grundig model (reference number A43L 8900 5A), a 43inch flat panel smart TV with picture noise reduction, mpeg noise reduction, dynamic
contrast, multisystem colour and A+ energy class, manufactured in Turkey and sold in the
EU and Turkey markets. The demo product was also provided with a QR code with
information about the product and the C-SERVEES project.
 Reference product total recycled content: 0%
 Demo product total recycled content: 30% (PC_ABS in the back cover)
Apart from the product back cover, the remote control of the TV product has been redesigned using 100% recycled material. This remote control will be used in the entire
smart product family. Another product component to switch to 100% recycled material
is the accessory bag.
Arcelik chose the component most suitable for the addition of secondary raw material.
Arcelik and Circularise then identified a material supplier which could provide a) the
recycled material, b) the certificates or audit report from a third-party auditor identifying
the material as recycled at the supplier stage. The recycled content of the TV set was then
certified using the blockchain-based Circularise tool, to provide absolute proof of the
circular economy solution using decentralised, encrypted data to track material and
product characteristics. By scanning the QR-Code on the product, anyone can access the
data of the digital twin and verify that it has been certified as recycled.
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9.1.2. Distribution and use phase
The distribution and use phase of the TV set demonstration was centred around the
following activities:
 Assess the feasibility of TV leasing/renting options for B2B customers
 Obtain feedback about eco-leasing model from B2B customers via questionnaires
 Test the reverse logistic optimisation tool in the ICT platform
The main objective of this phase was to examine the feasibility of new eco-leasing models
for Arçelik’s TV sets and use the target circular products, eco-designed and manufactured
specifically for the demonstration, to test the new model in real sites and gather
customer feedback. This goal has been explored jointly for the washing machine and the
TV set.
Arçelik has studied the viability of introducing a renting/eco-leasing model for their
corporate customers, offering the product as well as maintenance services and taking
care of the products once the client decides to terminate the contract or requests a
substitution or upgrade. The TVs would then be examined to determine the need for
repair or refurbishment and given a second life whenever possible, in accordance with
circular economy principles. The initial concept included testing the TVs at selected hotels
in Turkey, however due to the Covid-19 this was not possible since many hotels were
closed. Instead, dormitories in university facilities were selected as demo sites in Turkey.
In Spain, the same agreement reached with Fundacion Matia through Emaús allowed the
testing of both washing machines and TV sets at these elderly home facilities.
To carry out the eco-leasing demonstration, demo products (100 TV sets manufactured
in the previous phase) were sent to selected locations in Turkey and Spain. Finally, the
distribution of the products was:
-

25 TV sets demoed in Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University dorms in Turkey
22 TV sets demoed in Credit and Hostels Institution dorms in the Samsun region,
Turkey
53 TV sets demoed in Fundación Matia (Basque Country) in Spain

A survey was created and shared via QR code to obtain customer feedback from the demo
sites, related both to the product and the leasing model.
Feasibility studies for the TV rent model were conducted for the Spanish and the Turkish
markets together with the washing machine. The results show positive NPV for a 10-year
period, but only with an increase in the number of customers. On the other hand, TV
offerings proves to be preferable for the B2B segment compared with the washing
machine, especially considering hotels and dormitories.
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9.1.3. End-of-life phase
The end-of-life phase of the TV set demonstration was centred around the following
activities:
 Initiate new business line to recover, refurbish and give a second life to used WMs
& TVs with Emaús in Spain: develop repair training programs, social and solidarity
economy, low-income customers benefit
 Explore 3D printing potential for TV parts
 Testing the Smart Questioning functionality and the information exchange
functionality with the ICT platform
 Obtain feedback from living labs (real customer experience)
 Dismantling of TV sets and analysis of eco-design potential from the recyclers
perspective
 Analyse business case on recovery of TV parts from EoL devices
 Analyse potential to recover recycled plastic material from EoL devices and to use
in new product parts
As part of the eco-leasing model, Beko Spain, Arçelik and Emaús are working together to
implement standardised repair and refurbishment operations for the TV sets once the
renting period is completed and/or the products need to be repaired/replaced. Most
relevant parts for refurbishment operations were identified:
-

Remote Controller
LED display
Software
Connectors
Cosmetic parts and device cleaning

For these parts, replacement instructions and manuals were provided by Arçelik R&D and
were translated into English and Spanish. These protocols will be used in the preparation
for reuse operations to grant the used products a second life and sell them at Emaús
facilities. Trainings were organised for Emaús personnel to improve the skills of workers
at risk of exclusion that are part of Emaús social programs, facilitating their integration
into the labour market. The documents will also be accessible via the QR code on the TV
sets.
As an enabler for refurbishment operations and for customisation purposes, 3D printing
was also explored in order to produce spare parts for TV sets. Particula worked in
cooperation with Arçelik and Gaiker to develop a methodology to obtain and validate 3D
printed TV sets stands, which was the only part suitable for 3D printing in the TV set. First
trials were conducted using PLA, ABS, PETG, rPETG, and Facilan C8, and prototypes were
delivered to Arçelik to test their quality and functionality. Results of these tests showed
that the selection of rPET and PETG filament are the most suitable for TV sets and display
spare plastic parts production.
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After the final validation testing, it was concluded that the formulation developed was
too rigid and could not pass the safety tests. In particular, products weighing more than
7 kg are not admissible. These results limit the applicability of 3D printing both in terms
of cost-efficiency and durability for the TV set.
Using the Circularise platform, the digital asset of the TV set was created and tested with
selected suppliers and the Arçelik team. This blockchain system allows anyone along the
value chain, including retailers, recyclers or refurbishers to access data about the product
in order to improve decision making and circularity opportunities. Smart questioning can
now be performed to understand the material content of the product. Furthermore, it is
possible to share the material prevalence with customers via a website developed by
Circularise for customers.
To test the acceptance of final users towards refurbished products, pedagogic/testing
events were carried out with potential customers in Emaús ecocenter in Spain (Basque
Country). The objective was to obtain relevant feedback for the project, and this
experience is known as a “living lab”. During the living lab, infographics were used to
describe the C-SERVEES project pedagogically and explain the project objectives and
results to different usage profiles. Questionnaires were distributed among participants to
obtain qualitative inputs. The eco-design aspects and eco-leasing model was deemed
attractive by participants, although they expressed doubts about the durability of the
products and in this sense were more inclined towards purchasing a refurbished TV than
a washing machine due to the perceived loss in durability after long periods of use. The
proposed prices were considered competitive but even so there was some reluctance
due to the aforementioned issues.
An in-depth analysis of the dismantling operations was conducted by Indumetal and
Greentronics for the demonstration products. The goal was (i) to obtain expert feedback
relative to the design of the TV sets from the recyclers perspective to help Arçelik to adopt
eco-design measures and (ii) to carry out an analysis of the potential to recover spare
parts from EoL TVs arriving at the recyclers’ facilities, which could enhance or facilitate
repair and refurbishment operations. Greentronics and Indumetal analysed the viability
of recovering a pre-selected list of spare parts and prepared a dismantling procedure for
the demo product. Arçelik examined the data provided by both recyclers relative to
labour and shipping costs are determined that it is not feasible to consider this alternative
due to the low chances to recover valuable components at recyclers facilities and
transportation costs. However, it could make sense for refurbishment centres located in
the recycler’s area. It has to be noted that recovering TV components requires more skill
and care than washing machine’s.
The Soltel platform for information exchange was used during this phase to enable
communication among the different actors involved in the EoL phase activities. Arçelik
uploaded user manuals and repair procedures to share with Emaús, Indumetal and
Greentronics. This facilitates communication in a secure environment and can also
connect to the Rina-C tool for logistics operations when shipping of materials or parts is
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required, and to the Circularise tool to request information on the bill of materials,
recycled content of the TV parts, etc.
Finally, the potential to use recycled plastics from EoL devices as secondary raw materials
in the manufacture of new TV parts has been examined together with Gaiker and
Indumetal. EoL TV sets were recovered at Indumetal facilities from the WEEE stream and
ABS/PC_ABS parts were selected and shipped to Gaiker for processing. The recycled
PC_ABS pellets were tested for its properties against Arçelik specifications for virgin
materials. The samples were also checked to ensure they contained no halogens. The
results are compliant except for some mechanical properties, and the potential to obtain
formulations containing a percentage of this secondary raw material is being considered.

9.2. Findings from the demonstration
The findings from the TV set demonstration are jointly analysed with the washing
machine findings and described in Section 6.2.

9.3. Post-demonstration review of the TV-CIRCMODE
The post-demonstration review for both washing machine and TV sets can be found in
Section 6.3.
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10. List of findings from the demonstrations
WASHING MACHINE & TV SET DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS LEADER: ARÇELIK
PARTNERS INVOLVED: INDUMETAL, GREENTRONICS, EMAUS, PARTICULA, GAIKER, CIRCULARISE, RINA-C, SOLTEL, AIMPLAS
FINDING

DESCRIPTION

1

Both products can be demoed for different
B2B customer types. By diversifying the
product usage portfolio, it was possible to
receive feedback and to determine that
the customer factor can make a difference
for the EoL phase of the products.

2

Customers are more keen to use a
refurbished TV rather than a WM due to
hygiene issues. However, repairing washing
machines is easier and poses less
complexity compared to TVs. TV recovery
and dismantling processes require
technical competency and investment. And
recyclers need complex infrastructure and
high investment to recover TV
components, especially LED screens which
are the most critical components.

Demo stage

Distribution &
use

End of life

Relevance to
the company

High

Medium

Relevance to the State of the Art
Novelty

High

Low

Applicability

Low

High

Comments

Contribution
to circularity

High

Medium

Customer feedback is
critical to the success
of rent and
refurbished product
business model
There is potential for
EMAUS and Arçelik to
work on upskilling
EMAUS repairers to
refurbish and recover
TV parts, especially TV
LED panels, if both
parties can make
certain investments.
This will help increase
recovery rate for TV
products.
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3

ICT solutions offer the possibility to provide
useful information via QR codes, for
example the % recycled material used in
the product, which can help communicate
Arçelik sustainability to their clients.
ICT solutions also enhance the repair and
refurbishment operations, increasing the
recovery of products. The QR code can be
implemented on specific components with
information about the material
composition, useful at the
repair/dismantling/recycling stage.

Design &
production

High

High

Medium

High

4

Customer feedback obtained through
surveys demonstrate that 78% of the
customers are willing to buy a refurbished
product if the product is given with a
discount.

Distribution &
use

High

Low

Medium

Medium

5

The feasibility study showed that the rental
model may be a suitable option depending
on the number of customers, the rental
year, and the content of the model. Even
though it will not change Arçelik's current
BM dramatically, there is a growing belief
that it can be an alternative to be offered
to customers, on favourable terms.

Distribution &
use

High

Medium

Medium

High

Arçelik is looking to
apply this solution to
a number of products,
after the C-SERVEES
project finalisation

To make the new
business models more
attractive, special
incentives should be
proposed both by
retail channels and
governments. The
consumers are cost
conscious when it
comes to buying
refurbished products.
Rental/Leasing model
feasibility study done
for the first time in
Arçelik. Arçelik sees a
potential to apply
rent/refurbished
product models in
European countries.
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6

Based on the collaboration with Emaús
during the project, there can be an
alternative outside Turkey for the
refurbishment of Arçelik products, which
will extend the life of the product before it
reaches Eol stage.

Distribution &
use

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

In Europe, Arçelik
products are currently
not given a second
life. Refurbishment of
Arçelik branded
Grundig/Beko
products carried out
for the first time in
Europe market.

High

Currently, repair
companies usually
buy new components
rather than using
recovered ones.
There is a business
potential to be
explored.

In the business-as-usual scenario, recyclers
do not receive WEEE in good conditions.
This reduces the potential to recover spare
parts. Therefore, from a circularity
perspective, it makes more sense for repair
companies to have special operations to
work on the recovery of components
before the product becomes waste.

7

The recovery of the components by a
refurbishment company rather than a
recycler can add more value considering
the complexity of the recycling process and
the low chances of recovery at the site of
the recyclers coupled with high costs.
Additionally, due to the logistics costs, it
makes more business sense for the sake of
circularity overall to invest in infrastructure
to increase number of sites that can
recover components in close proximity to
manufacturers/repairers.

End of life

High

Medium

Medium
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8

9

3D printing technology can be an
interesting alternative for some product
parts needed in refurbishment operations
or as customization options, but the
technology needs to be adapted to the
specific product and materials in order to
pass the validation tests. Sample
dimensions, surface properties and
mechanical strength are the main issues
when validating WM parts
Characterisation of the recycled plastics
recovered from EoL WMs and TV sets
showed promising results, except some
mechanical properties such as tensile
strength and elongation at yield. These
properties can be improved to meet
Arçelik standards by including virgin
materials and reformulating.

Distribution &
use

Low

High

Low

Medium

Design &
production

High

High

High

High

The 3D printing of the
metal parts can be
studied as an
alternative. It seems
more viable for the
sake of circularity to
focus on the recovery
of the components
rather than on 3D
printing of parts.
Following on these
results, Arçelik will
work on using
recovered PC_ABS
and ABS parts from
WEEE facilities in TV
back covers.
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PRINTER AND TONER CARTRIDGES DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATION LEADER: LEXMARK
PARTNERS INVOLVED: INDUMETAL, GREENTRONICS, PARTICULA, GAIKER, CIRCULARISE, RINA-C, SOLTEL
FINDING

1

2

DESCRIPTION
Getting monetary value from EoL laser cartridges is a challenge
due to the labour costs involved and hazardous operations
required. The highest Circular Economy value for cartridges
remains in-house remanufacturing of such units, which Lexmark
is doing through its LCCP (Lexmark cartridges Collection
program).
Several opportunities to improve the design of printers in order
to facilitate dismantling, for example using colour codes to
identify valuable parts or other components like batteries. This
information can also be made available through a QR code
placed on the printer.

Relevance to the State of the Art

Lifecycle
stage

Relevance to
the company

Novelty

Applicability

Contribution
to circularity

End of life

High

Medium

High

High

Design &
production

Medium

Low

High

High

3

Customers are willing to accept products showing slight
cosmetic defects, which will contribute to make the cost of
refurbishing a printer more competitive

End of life

High

Medium

High

High

4

The financial value generated by recycling printers by recyclers
based on their current process is low, however the value which
can be generated by dismantling and recovering valuable spare
parts from used printers by recyclers could be higher (for the
recycler, the OEM, and indirectly the customer) assuming
recyclers received printers in their inbound flow

End of life

Medium

Low

Medium

High
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5

6

7

8

A digital dismantling manual would help recyclers be more
efficient while dismantling printers and recovering parts to be
sold to OEMs, also this was proven by the demo to be cost
efficient. Assuming the industry moves forward with QR code
usage, dismantling instructions could be linked to such QR code
on the product
3D printing trials so far have not demonstrated viability for
replacing broken or damaged components while refurbishing a
printer, both technically and financially. For those parts that can
be 3D printed, it comes at high-cost due to the need to perform
finishing operations to comply with the specifications.
Successful trials have demonstrated potential to reuse plastics
from Lexmark EoL printers and laser cartridges, using only same
brand products. Enlarging the scope to other WEEE has not
been successful due to quality issues with the recycled
materials.
Customer feedback obtained during the demo shows that
customers are willing to use refurbished printers but are
expecting significantly lower prices than for new products.
Reverse logistic is shown as a major challenge today: how to
locate used products and bring them back to a refurbishment
plant at a competitive cost is still a major challenge.

End of life

High

High

High

High

Distribution
& use

High

Medium

Low

Low

End of life

High

Low

Medium

High

Distribution
& use

High

Low

Medium

High
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ALM PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATION LEADER: ADVA
PARTNERS INVOLVED: INDUMETAL, GREENTRONICS, GAIKER, CIRCULARISE, RINA-C, SOLTEL
Relevance to the State of the Art

Comments

Demo stage

Relevance to
the company

Novelty

Applicability

Contribution
to circularity

1

Need to analyse EEE products regarding their CE
characteristics and limitations before making
recommendations for their
reuse/replacement/EoL. Generic
recommendations are not desirable. Example:
functional obsolescence in fast-paced markets,
improving energy efficiency, and others.

End of life

High

High

High

Medium

2

Need to perform LCA and potentially LCC to
enable knowledge-based decisions.
Concentrate on the most relevant lifecycle
phases. LCA supporting eco-design.

Design &
production

High

Medium

High

High

LCA is *the* basis for
knowledge-based
decisions

3

Model to calculate optimum lifetime of EEE
regarding total resulting GWP. For very high
Use-phase/Production-phase Ration (UPR) for
GWP, replace older products and do not enable
arbitrary life extension. For small UPR, products Distribution
shall be life-extended as long as their
& use
functionality is still ok. For products in between
(10-years UPR in the range of 4 when using gridmix electricity), perform dedicated analysis on
optimum lifetime.

Medium

Considered novel,
comparatively simple,
and important!
Should be considered
in future policies and
regulations!

FINDING

DESCRIPTION

High

High

High

Considered *very*
important!
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4

Need to improve recycling processes – not
WEEE recycling technologies like
hydrometallurgy. Better assignment of WEEE
fractions into dedicated recycling pathways,
likely more manual disassembly, likely to be
supported by Digital Twin / Asset
Administration Shell.

5

Exact content of Digital Twin / Asset
Administration Shell still unclear – area for
follow-up projects

6

Results from in depth PSS analysis (for ICT
equipment, not restricted to ALM) show not all
PSS make sense. It is very likely that this holds
for other equipment as well. Material recovery
yield at the EoL is a determining factor when
choosing a PSS. If this yield is limited through
obsolescence etc. then the PSS do not differ too
much. If meaningful services can be offered,
e.g., operating the equipment, leasing does
seem to make sense. There is also a (newly
discovered) dependency between the PSS (e.g.,
a PSS that intends to increase sharing or
utilization) and the UPR mentioned above. This
may limit certain PSS intending to increase
utilization / sharing.

End of life

End of life

Distribution
& use

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

Considered very
important, although
likely restricted to
improvements of
reverse logistics and
disassembly

Medium

Applicability and
contribution to
circularity still unclear.
For example, full
material declarations.
Regarded an area for
follow-up projects and
research.

Medium

Regarded novel! It
seems that indeed, not
leasing or retained
ownership is key, but
an obligation for takeback.
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11. CEBM performance evaluation
REF-CIRCMODE Layer 5 mapping onto WASH-CIRCMODE Layer 5 offers the opportunity
to develop and integrate Circularity Indicators (CIs) to measure circularity of the identified
WASH-CIRCMODE Layer 2 CE actions.
The list of Circularity Indicators (CIs) proposed for CEBMs in the Electric & Electronic
sector as per Layer 5 of the REF-CIRCMODE is shown below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CI1: Percentage of goods produced that have a Bill of Materials (BoM)
CI2: Percentage of product lines that follow eco-design principles
CI3: Percentage of recycled/recyclable content in a product
CI4: Percentage of goods repaired through after-sales services compared to sales
of new products
CI5: Percentage of product lines offering product service systems compared to
direct sales
CI6: Percentage of products operating in sharing networks
CI7: Percentage of reused, recycled and recovered parts and materials that go
through end-of-life processes
CI8: Quality of materials recovered through recycling processes
CI9: Percentage of collected or taken back end-of-life products prepared for
reuse, refurbished, remanufactured and recycled compared to sales of new
products

The CIs are intended to measure the circularity of the identified CE actions in each
product specific CEBM. In the following tables an exercise has been made to address the
list of CIs for each demonstration, considering the outcomes and findings obtained.
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WASH-CIRCMODE REVIEW (WASHING MACHINE DEMONSTRATION)
CI1: Percentage of goods produced that have a Bill of Materials (BoM)
%100
CI2: Percentage of product lines that follow eco-design principles
For Eco-design principles available for UK and EU. %100
CI3: Percentage of recycled/recyclable content in a product
For demo product total recycled content with scrap: 11,77%
CI4: Percentage of goods repaired through after-sales services compared to sales of
new products
It depends on products and production year. % can not be given
CI5: Percentage of product lines offering product service systems compared to direct
sales
Arçelik WM current sales model does not offer product service system. In the
following years this can change
CI6: Percentage of products operating in sharing networks
This product does not operate in sharing networks
CI7: Percentage of reused, recycled and recovered parts and materials that go
through end-of-life processes
99%
CI8: Quality of materials recovered through recycling processes
It depends on recyclers. >90%, compared to original components
CI9: Percentage of collected or taken back end-of-life products prepared for reuse,
refurbished, remanufactured and recycled compared to sales of new products
25%

PRINT-CIRCMODE REVIEW (PRINTER AND TONER CARTRIDGES DEMONSTRATION)
CI1: Percentage of goods produced that have a Bill of Materials (BoM)
100% of Lexmark products have an available BOM
CI2: Percentage of product lines that follow eco-design principles
100%. This is a continuous improvement area.
CI3: Percentage of recycled/recyclable content in a product
39% post-consumer recycled plastic in devices. The goal is to increase the average
PCR plastic in Lexmark-designed laser devices to 50% by 2050.
37% post-consumer recycled plastic in Lexmark branded cartridges. Increase
reclaimed plastic through PCR and reuse in Lexmark branded cartridges to 50% by
2025.
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CI4: Percentage of goods repaired through after-sales services compared to sales of
new products
12 % New buy vs. recovered spare parts (e.g., out of 100 parts 12 are recovered and
the rest 88% are new)
36% Repairable New Buy vs recovered spare parts (e.g., out of 100 expensive parts 36%
are recovered and the rest 64% are new) Expensive parts for example fuser, operating
panel, control board
CI5: Percentage of product lines offering product service systems compared to direct
sales
9% Managed Print Service vs traditional sales (MPS doesn't necessary mean that the
printer is Lexmark ownership)
CI6: Percentage of products operating in sharing networks
No Lexmark products operate in sharing networks
CI7: Percentage of reused, recycled and recovered parts and materials that go
through end-of-life processes
~26% Parts have actually been harvested vs. all parts
CI8: Quality of materials recovered through recycling processes
The quality is expected to improve by implementing new dismantling manuals and
eco-design proposals put forward by the demonstration partners
CI9: Percentage of collected or taken back end-of-life products prepared for reuse,
refurbished, remanufactured and recycled compared to sales of new products
5% return vs sales of new products

ALM-CIRCMODE REVIEW (ALM PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATION)
CI1: Percentage of goods produced that have a Bill of Materials (BoM)
100% now already
CI2: Percentage of product lines that follow eco-design principles
>90% in 2-3 years from now, focus on energy efficiency almost exclusively today
CI3: Percentage of recycled/recyclable content in a product
10% in 3-5 years from now, <5% today, in terms of cost
50% in 3-5 years from now, <20% today, w/w (in terms of weight)
CI4: Percentage of goods repaired through after-sales services compared to sales of new
products
>20% in 3-5 years from now, 10% today, repair maintenance is done already on broad scale
today, within typical lifetime. Lifetime extension is subject to heavy functional obsolescence,
hence limited.
CI5: Percentage of product lines offering product service systems compared to direct sales
All (100%) in 3-5 years from now, at least 50% of the product lines now
CI6: Percentage of products operating in sharing networks
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Not possible for infrastructure ICT equipment
CI7: Percentage of reused, recycled and recovered parts and materials that go through endof-life processes
>10% in 3-5 years from now, <5% today. Note that our components will still be subject to
heavy functional obsolescence.
CI8: Quality of materials recovered through recycling processes
>90%, compared to virgin material. Depends on recycler! (Done today already.) Should help
the critical-raw-material situation.
CI9: Percentage of collected or taken back end-of-life products prepared for reuse,
refurbished, remanufactured and recycled compared to sales of new products
>50% in 3-5 years from now, 10-20% today. Ultimately, this can get close to 100%, including
recycling.

TV-CIRCMODE REVIEW (TV SET DEMONSTRATION)
CI1: Percentage of goods produced that have a Bill of Materials (BoM)
100%
CI2: Percentage of product lines that follow eco-design principles
100%

CI3: Percentage of recycled/recyclable content in a product
Currently, recycled plastic content of TVs: 0% For demo TVs: 20%
CI4: Percentage of goods repaired through after-sales services compared to sales of
new products
2.6%

CI5: Percentage of product lines offering product service systems compared to direct
sales
We do not have PSS for the TV sets.

CI6: Percentage of products operating in sharing networks
43’’ smart TV Range ~15%; in following years it can be increased
CI7: Percentage of reused, recycled and recovered parts and materials that go
through end-of-life processes
88-92%

CI8: Quality of materials recovered through recycling processes
>95%, compared to virgin material.

CI9: Percentage of collected or taken back end-of-life products prepared for reuse,
refurbished, remanufactured and recycled compared to sales of new products
25%
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12. Conclusions
The C-SERVEES demonstrations in WP4 have shown how new CEBMs can be
implemented in the Electric and Electronic sector, and how ICT tools can contribute to
support this implementation and promote sustainable production and consumption
patterns.
The demonstrations covered the whole life cycle of the target products, from the design
phase until the treatment of the waste generated when the product has entered the
WEEE stream. The aim was to identify potential areas for improvement of circularity
derived from the exploration of the product-specific CEBMs developed in WP2, which
were translated into specific Circular Economy actions to be implemented in each
demonstrator. The three companies involved in the demonstrations have adopted
business-oriented perspectives in order to exploit this project’s results. Customer
feedback has been gathered through online questionnaires, in-depth interviews and
living labs to understand attitudes, expectations and experiences of customers and endusers related to eco-design, eco-leasing, reuse and refurbishment, and purchasing
second-hand EE products. The insights collected have been useful to define and refine
business case scenarios for future exploitation.
The main eco-innovative solutions and services explored in the demonstrations were:






Eco-design of EEE
EEE eco-leasing
WEEE re-use and remanufacturing
WEEE recycling
ICT services

Although all of them were explored in each demonstration, the focus was aligned
differently depending on the OEM’s strategic circularity goals, perspective and type of
product.
Eco-design was applied to the washing machines and TV sets with a focus on low-impact
materials, whereas in the ALM the focus was on energy efficiency and longevity. In both
cases, new eco-designed products were produced in the course of the demonstration. In
the printer and toner cartridges demo, eco-design was explored from the EoL point of
view, focusing on potential for easier disassembly and recycling of components, but these
proposals were not implemented in new products during the demo. Instead, the printer
and toner cartridges demo focused on different aspects of reuse and remanufacturing,
exploring ways of enhancing the refurbishment operations for printers and making this
business line more relevant in compliance with circular economy principles.
Eco-leasing was most in-depth analysed in the ALM demo, where different PSS were
considered for the ALM products and, by extension, to other products without ICT
challenges and features. Eco-leasing has also been explored in the washing machine and
TV set demos, as a potential new business line to be adopted for B2B customers. The
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combination of eco-leasing with remanufacturing and reusing has resulted in a new
business line to be developed in collaboration with Emaús with the potential to be
replicated across Europe for the Arçelik brands. This would enable the reuse of currently
discarded E&E products in a social economy environment.
Improved recycling and dismantling were investigated for all the target products,
resulting in new and improved dismantling protocols and procedures, new eco-design
proposals and potential new business lines to be considered for the recovery of spare
parts and components. Closed loop recycling has been demonstrated in the printer and
toner cartridges demo, with potential to become a viable alternative for the washing
machine and TV products.
Lifetime optimisation for E&E products has been thoroughly analysed in the ALM
demonstration, ending in the proposal of an LCA-based new model to calculate optimum
lifetime of EEE based on resulting GWP ratios.
Finally, ICT tools have been implemented across all demonstrations to support material
circularity, supply chain transparency, reverse logistics in the EoL and secure information
exchange, contributing to overcome known barriers for Circular Economy in the E&E
sector.
The following table presents an overview of the main exploitable results achieved by the
four large scale demonstrators:
Table 9. Main aspects explored in the demonstrations, classified according to the potential for
future exploitation
Washing machine
demo

Printer and toner
cartridges demo

Eco-leasing model
for B2B WMs

Printer parts recovery
and reuse with ICT tool
support for data
sharing

Business line for
refurbishment of
used WMs outside
Turkey

Use of secondary plastic
materials from end-oflife printers and toner
cartridges

3D printing of spare
parts

3D printing of nonfunctional parts

Use of ICT tools to
certify recycled
content

Levers for refurbishment
operations: cosmetic
issues acceptance

Use of ICT tools to
support EoL
activities

Use of ICT tools to
support EoL activities

ALM system demo

TV set demo

New optical sensors
for the ALM system

Eco-leasing model for
B2B TVs

Lifetime
optimisation for ICT
products: UPR10
ratio

Business line for
refurbishment of
used TVs outside
Turkey

Generalisation of
UPR10 to EEE + PSS
optimisation: DSS
for EEE products
Disassembly
guidelines for ICT
products

3D printing of spare
parts
Use of ICT tools to
certify recycled
content
Use of ICT tools to
support EoL activities
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COLOR CODING
++ Good results
+ Potentially good results
+/- Unconclusive results
- Negative results
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